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Grenada invasion questioned
8~' Charles J. Hanley
.\ssoc:iated Press Writer

The Grenada invasion leaves
dozens
of
unanswer ed
questions, uncertainties. in·
consistencies bobbing in its
wake.
Confusion stems from strict
U.S. military controls on the
news media. Some "terns from
poor communications, hasty
conclusions, or the failure of
U.S. authorities thus far to
release documentary evidence
to support contentions of a
Cuban buildup on the Caribbean
island.

th~m~e~~1tUSi~~ aPre~~ia:!
misstatements.

The "credibility" problem
has prompted one White House
press offlcer to quit his job and
congressional leaders to
organize a fact-finding visit to
Grenada.
Here, in capsule form, are the
major question marks on the
invasion:

'News ~nalysis
WHAT WAS mE MOTIVE?
Chiefly to rescue Americans?
Or to achieve "geo-political"

goals by ousting Cubans from
Grenada?
In announcing the invasion
Oct. 25, President Reagan said

the "overriding" reason he
ordered it was to protect 1.000
American residen~s of Grenada
in the aftermath of a bloody
coup. Two other reasons: "to
forestall further chaos." and to
help restore "governmental
institutions ...
Two nights latl'r. in a
nationally televiseo.:1 address,
Reagan reaffirmed his concern
for the American residents, but
focused -... _e sharply on the
Cuban pre..ence on the island
aild what he said was a communist plan to turn Grenada
into "a major military bastion
to export terror." The U.S.
troops "got there just in time,"
he said.
Prime Minister Eugenia

Charles of Dominica, which
contributed forces to the invasion, described the invashon
as "a matter .Jf preventing Uus
thing
(Marxism)
from
spreading to all the islands."
WHEN DID THE U.S.
DECIDE TO INVADE?
Administration officials said
Reagan made a tentative
dt-:ision late Sunday, Ort. 23,
after receiving a "surprise"
re~t Saturday from a halfdozen eastern Caribbean states
for intervention. But Caribbl'an
security forces were already
assembling in Barbados by
Sunday.
A State Department official,
who spoke on conditilll! he not be
identified, said !be decIsion had
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Swinburne to seek athletics fee support
Bv Bruce Kirkham

siarr Writer

Bruce Swinburne. vice
president for student afiairs.

~~!;~~~nk~~ :~J'cfe:tt !W:t~~~

fee when he speaks to the
Student Senate Wednesday at 7
p.m. in Ballroom D of the
Student Center.
Swinburne said Monday that
52 of the proposed athletics fee
increase would be placed in a
fund
for
the
repair,
repl",c.ement and modernization

of SIU-C athletics facilities.
The remaining $8 would be
used to offset an expected
decrease in athletics fee
revenues caused by projected
dec rea sin g stu den t
enrollments, Swinburne said.
The plan woula allow SIU-C
students free udmission to
Saluki athletic events, he said.
The
Graduate
and
Professional St~dent Council
passed a resolution by a 22-19
margin on Oct. 26 not to support
!be fee increase proposal.
Swinburne appeared before

the Undergraduate Student
Organization on Sept. 7, at
which time he reported on the
proposed $2 increase for the
repair, replacement and
modernization fund. On Sept.
22, Swinburne said the "absolute minimum" acceptable
fee increase would be $5, whic-h
included a $3 increase to offst:t
expected declining enrollments.
Th~ senate is no~. sch~ed to
consider any legislation concerning the proposed athletics
fee increase at its meeting
Wednesday.

The senate will also hear from
Rick Williams, professor of
foreign
languages
and
literatures and a member of the
University's Commencement
Committee, who will spe'lk
about a proposal made by
President Albert Somit to
s epa rat e g r ad u a t ion
ceremonies by academic units.
The Commencement Com·
mittee is seeking studl:"i
feedback on the idea of
breaking graduation down into
See FEE.
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IDHE approves
new standards for
college adDlission
By Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writer
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education is advising state
public univtrsities to recommend tha! high selmol students
take certain subjects to qualify
for admission, and SIU Chancellor Kenneth Shaw says
orivate institutions should meet
Ihe same requirer.1ents.
The IBHE unanimously
approved several proposals
Tuesday
asking
public
universities in the state to
establish
admission
requirements for high school
students planning to attend
college. But Shaw suggested
that the board review the
private college requirements.

gus
'Bode

Gus ays the IBHE mustn',
forget pbys " requiremeuu for

eollege-boaad kids .- bike
dodgin,. goal po&; elimbiDg a&J
beer Cola tessmg.

"It ought to be good advice
since we're making recommendations for state higher
education in general," Shaw
said
after
the
IBHE's
November meeting in Chicago.
SIU-C Pr?Sident Albert Somit
echoea Shaw's words.
"These proposals deal only
with students going to public
institutions, " Somit said. "What
of private institutions, and what
would the consequences be for
them?"
Public universities have until
July 1, 1984 to submit a progress
report and by July i, 1985, a
fmal report outlining particular
requirements, !be reasons for
them and a timetable for implementation. The university's
requirements are subject to
mHE -approval.
As recommended by the
mHE, high school students
should take four years of
English,
social
studies,
mathemp.ucs and sciences with
emph~5is in history and
government, fundamentals of
computer
programming,
biology, chemistry aNi physics.
The study of a foreign language
for two years is also encouraged.
Somit said there was general
agreement with the reSee IDUE, Page 3

Sun catchers

SIaIf Pllo&o by NeWIe (.Merg

Sopbomores Duane Vaa Dyke. left. andeeJanel major. Wayae
Heyse. eiedrieal eogiDeeriDg, and Haak Taylor, admioistratiClll of justiee. insiaD a. eaviroameatal K1IJpta.....
IWOjeet for GSC
~ the aClftlleast C8II"Mr 01 tt.e ~

garage.

1'.,

been made in the middle of the
previous week. And Tom
Adams, the Barbados priJTll'
minister, said plans for U.S.
action were in the works a week
earlier than that.
Adams said he was informed
Oct. 15 the Unit~ States was
planning with Caribbean
nations to rescue Grenadian
Prime Minister Maurice Bishop
from house arrest four days
before Bishop was killf.-d in a
"loodbath cited by U.S. officials
as a reason for !be invasion.
WERE AMERICANS IN
SERIOUS DANGER!
U.S. officials said the ipvasioo
was
necessary
because
See GRENADA, Page 3

Simon fans
to apply f'Jr
RSO status
By Karen Torry
Staff Wri!er
A group of SIU-C studenL~ are
seeking recognizeti student
organization status for Students
for Simon, one of several
organizations forming on state
university campuse!: to support
U.S. Rep. Paul Simon's bid for
the U.S. senate.
The group has jus!. bt>gun the
application process ror RSO
status and will hold its first
organizational meeting at i
p.m. Thursday. Nov. 10, in the
Student Center, according to
Jim VonBoeckman. coordinator
of Students for Simon.
Although the University
cannot allocate state funds for
an organization which supports
a particular political candidate.
VooBoeclunan said RSO status
will enable tbe group to use
Student Center rooms for activities and set up tables there
to
distribute
campaign
literature.
VonBoeclunan said the group
oopes to receive funding from
Simon's state campaign office
and may conduct some fund.
raising events of its own.
Voter registration anc getting
students to the polls on dection
day are the group's major
goals, said VonBoeclunan. a
freshman in po.llitieal science.
He said he hopes to sign up at
least
4,000
students
at
registration booths in the
Student Center and at oth.,locations on campus.
Ray Quintanilla, coordinacor
of student and Hispanic cc;mmunities for Simon's state
campaign, said students are a
"natural constituency" for the
Makanda Democrat.
"Every piece of student
fmancial aid legislation goal
through Paul's subcommittee
on higher education," Quintanilla said, "and Paul bas
stamped it aD, 100 percent."
Quintanilla said cba ters of
Students for Simon are ~orming
on every state university
campus and will be instrumental in organizing activities when the candidate
visits those areas.
Voter registration work is
essential. Quintanilla said, and
may be followed up with
telephone calls and door-to-door
visits to encourage eligible
voters to cast ballots.
SIU-C Students for Simon will
do work that Simoo's state
campaign olJice "doesn't have
time to do," VOIIBoeckman
said, such GiS mai1int~ campaign
literature and sta!iing information booths in the Student
Center.
V'lIlBoeckman said he ~
peets about 50 members of the
sm Democrats group to join
Simon for Senate.

Senate tables nuclear freeze
but proponents still optilllistic
By Karen Torry

Staff Writer
The
proposed. nuclear
weapons freeze resoluti~n faced
.)"a setback in the U.S. Senate
Monday, but freeze pI,.,ponents
say the resolu'jon is still alive.
The Senate voted 58-40 to
table an amendment that would
have added the
freeze
resolution to a critical debt limit
biD, which must be approved for
the federal government to
continue to borrow money and
stay in business.
Freeze advocates concede
that the vote was a disappointment, but not a surprise,
al1d say it will strengthen efforts to pas!' the non-binding
proposal that caDs for the
United States and the Soviet
Union to strike a mutuallyverifIable agreement to freeze
the testing, production and
deployment
of
nuclear
weapons.
"What we've learned from
this is that we must keep up the
pressure because they will
forget aD about the whole issue
if we don't," Nick Rion, a bc.ard
member of Mid-American
, I Peace Project,
said Tuesday.
, : RiOD criticized Sen. Charles
Percy's vote to table the
resolution, but callet1 Sen. Alan
Dixon's vote to not table it "a
victory."
"We're pleased to see that

Dixon did this, especially in
light of his recent vote for
chemical weapons," said Rion.
"The target is Percy."
"PM'C)' has told the freeze
movement that we have to put
some sanity back into our arms
policies and negotiate in earnest
to stop the nuclear arms race,"
said Rion, who accused Percy of
"smokescreening" the freeze
issue. "And then he still has the
gall to vote against the nuclear
weapolll> freeze and vote for
cruise and Pershing II missiles
in Europe."
In related action, the Senate
voted 84-13 against tabling an
amendment, sponsored by
Percy, Sens. William Cohen of
Mair.e and Sam NUIlD of
Gecr.gia, that would have adtll'd
language to the debt limit bill
expressing support for a
nuclear WP.8pons "build-doWD."
The build-down proposal,

~;:ctthb! J= S~:a~d

the Soviet Union to destrol two
nuclear weapons for every new

one built.

However, after the build-

down vote, Cohen moved to

withdraw the amendment. The
amendment was intended only
to "show the sentiment of the
Senate with respect to the builddown," according 1.U Robert
Bell, a staff member of the
Senate Foreign Relatior.s
Committee, which Percy

chairs.
Rion alld other freeze advocates view the 1984 elections
as a chance to turn the Senate
freeze vote around.
"We have to vote in order to
reverse the course," said
Bernice Bild of the II1inois
Nuclear Weapons FreeZE·
Campaign. Bild said that
Illinois Freeze Voters, a
recently-formed political action
committee, will work to educate
voters about the freeze and try
to convince them to use candidates' positions on the freeze
and related military spending
as criteria for how they vote.
"I mink that the support for
~ anns control is a lot
stronger in the public mind than
it is in the minds of
ct.lIgress;ollalleaders," Bild
said. "By demonstrating the
strength of this issue, we hope to
get people who are committed
not just to the freeze resolution,
but to carrying it out in the
budget process."
Marguerite Beck-Rex, news
director of the national freeze
campaign, said the vote
Monday shows a "marked increase" of SeDate support for
the freeze. She noted lnat last
year the freeze had ooly 17
&nate sponsors. This year the
number increased to 34 and the
vllte indicated that the
resolution has picked up
another six supporters.

Progralll on drug abllse to air
By John Racine
Staff Writer
WSIU-TV and WUSI-TV will
broadcast the ftrSt of a two-part

series Wem-iay dealing with

o

drug and alcohol abuse by
school age children.
"The Chemical People" wiU
be broadcast on 160 public
broadcasting stations nationwide and :ucally on WSIU in
Carboooale and WUSI in Olney.
Those stations, two of the four
stations televising the hour-long
program in Illinois, will follow
the 7 p.m. broadcast with a callin show designed to be a
catalyst for local efforts to
control drug abuse.
Dave
Campbell,
local
producer for the two-part
program, said that the call-in
5how will be hosted by Edith
Spees, a registered psychologist
and family therapist, and will

have a panel which includes
Murphysboro Judge Richard
Richman. Kendall Chambers, a
Mount Vernon police officer,
and Jeffrey Kellogg, a child
psyebologisl experienced in
dealing with drug problems.
The second part of the

lheogr;.,~ ~~ti~nsbr:~fasire'dnesday, Nov. 9, at 7 p.m. It too
will be followed by a live, call-in
panel show.
The panel program is called
"Community Answers," and
shows groups setting up task
forces to provide treatment and
intervention while encouraging
young people to enjoy healthy
lifestyles.
"The panelists will be dealing
with comments, quesJons and
the concerns that tile audience
bas," Campbell said. "They will
also be attempting to identify
the community task forces
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Canon MAMotor Drive
Canon 35mmf2.lens
Canon AE·1 with Canon 1.8lem.
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Minolta XE·7with Minolto 1.... lens
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Olympus 300mm ' .... 5 lens
Olympus Winder II
Yashica Auto Focus
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BEIRUT (AP) - Druse and Lebanese army gunners shelled
each other's positions Tuesday in a town overlooking the
Marifl;i; compound in Beirut, while their leaders 3,000 mil(.~
away in Geneva met in attempts to end the dvil war.
Artillery explOSions from the fighting could be heard in the
Marine compound, where FBI demolition experts from
Washingto."1 scrutinized the crater left by a terrorist truckbomb that lilled more than 230 American servicemen.

Strike may close Chrysler plants
mGHLAND PARK, Mich. (AP) - Five of Chrysler Corp.'s
seven assembly plants could close by week's end because of a
strike over local issues at a Twinsburg, Ohio, stamping plant,
the company said Tuesday.
The move coold threaten the jobs of thousands of U.S. and
Canadian autoworkers, a Chrysler spokesman who asked not
to be identified said, adding he did not have exact figures.

First-class postage may go up
WASHINGTON CAP)
The Postal Service proposed on
Tuesday to raise all mail rates late next year to bead off a
deficit it says could hit $2.3 billion in HI8S. Postage would jump
from 20 cents to 23 cents for first-class letters, and from 13
cents to 15 cents for postcards.
The increases, the fIrSt since Nov. I, 1981, would not take
effect tmtil Oct. I, 1984, at the earliest, according to Olainnan
Robert L. Hardesty.
0-

More earthquake victims found
ERZURUM, Turkey CAP) - Search dogs fwnd 15 more
bodies in earthquake-devastated eastern Turkey TUesday, and
the governor of Erzurum province said epidemics were feared
because hundreds of corpses were still IDlburied .•
The quake killed at least ",233 people Sunday and left 75,000
homeless as it rolled through tbe provinces of Erzurum and
KaB, near tbe Soviet border, officials said.

Eye problems linked to AIDS

which deal with these issues."
CHICAGO (AP) - The incurable disease AIDS can be
The shoy; is necessary, he
detected early in some cases through a variety of eye
said, beca'J5e it is impossible
problems that signal the onset of the syndrome, according to
fOl" those concerned with the
studies~
al.:ohol and drug problem to go
A Sao A"raocisco eye specialist presented a report Monday to
Ollt. individually, into the
the Amer:can Academy of Ophthalmology meeting here with
community to deliver the
evidence that cases of Acquired ImmlDle Deficiency Synmessage about these problems.
"This is an action oriented
drome often begin with symptoms such as blurred vision,
type program," he said, "and
drooping eyelids and the seeing of "spots."
the fIrSt of its kind for our
stations_"
The p.'"OgIClm was produced
by WQED of Pittsburgh for the
Public Broadcasting Service.
(USPS 1692201
The show will be hosted by fIrSt
lady Nancy Reagan and has
Published daily in the Journalism and Egyptian Laboratory l\londay
been produced through the through "riday during regular semesters and Tuesday thro~h Io'riday
efforts of over 30 national during summa- tenn by Southern Illinois l;niwrsity. COIT'(J1unications
organizations and nearly 300 I:uilding. Carbondale. IL 62901. Serond class posta~e paid at rarbondale. II..
PBS stations across the nation.
Editorial and business oFfices located in Commtmications Building. North
Wing. Phone 536-3311. Vernon A. Stone. fiscal officer.
Ttte program talks about the Subscription rates are $30.00 per year or SI7.50 for six months within the
four stages of drug use: ex- United States and 545.00 per year or $30.00 for six months in all fon'ign
perimentation, regular use, countries.
Postmaster: Send change of address to Daily Egyptian. Southern Illinois
abuse and dependency.
University. Carbondale. IL 62901.
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GRENADA from Page 1
Americans, most of them
medical school students, were
threatened by a reign of terror
on Grenada. "The nightmare of
our hostages in Iran must never
be repeated," Reagan declared.
But the day before the invaston, White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said there was
no indication of danger to the
American residents. And the
day before that - Sunday, Oct.

hostage.
WAS GRENADA'S AIRPORT
CLOSED, STRANDING THE
AMERICANS?
White House spokesman
Speakes said the Grenadian
military junta kept the island's
small Pearls Airport closed,
blocking the departure of
Americans who wanted to
leave.
But at least one flight.

rtu~ ~t~'mc:t:'r,:-;t 3 K~~rre~~ ~~~~ngtothr::veAn;:flca~!ari~
the Grenada students and said,
"We have not recommended
they leave."
The Grenadian military
junta. meanwhile. repeatedly
assured U.S. authorities that
the Americans' safety was
guaranteed.
The students sounded divided.
After evacuation. some said
they had been nervous about
Grenada's "shoot-on-sight"
curfew that was lifted before
the invasion. All were terrified
during the invasion.
Last Friday, senior Reagan
administration
officials
acknowledged to the Senate
Intelligence Committee there
had been no actual threats or
0\ ~rt actions taken against the
American residents of Grenada.
WAS THERE A PLAN TO
AM E RIC AN
TAK E
HOSTAGES?
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger said last Friday
there were "indications" from
"intelligence reports" of plans
to take Americans hostage on
Grenada.
But U.S. intEilligence sources
later said th,...-e was no clear
evidence any of the Americans
were in danger of being taken

Monday, the day before the
invasion. And Dr. Charles
Modica, chancellor of the St.
George's University medical
school on the island, says air
controllers reported that four
airplanes took off that day,
after a week-long airport
Shlltdown.
Modica says the junta
delayed other Americans'
departure with "red tape" insisting, for example, that no
U.S. military planes be sent to
Grenada, and limiting the size
of planes that could land.
But the worse complication
could not be blamed on the
Grenadians: Other Caribbean
states had decided that
weekend to suspend scheduled
airline flights into and out of
Grenada.
HOW MANY CUBANS WERE
ON GRENADA?
As the Reagan administration
focused on the alleged Cuban
buildup in Grenada, the U.S.
invasion commanders raised
the estimated number of
Cubans on the island, finally
hitting 1,200.
Later,
U.S.
officials
acknowledged the figure the
Cuban i!overnment reported all

along - 784 - was probably
correct.
WAS GRENADA BEING
TURNED INTO A CUBAN
'BASTION'?
Speakes said of the Cubans
who were building an airport on
Grenada, "In reality, it was a
combat engineer battalion
there." But no evidence of that
has been produced thus far.
U.S. officers said warehouses
of weapons found on Grenada

~~~: ~~~:r ;~~'~r!ue:e~~a~~~

tended for Grenada's home
militia of several thousand.
What Cuban buildup there
was
may
have
been
prec:pitated, at least in part, by
U.S.lIctions. "When it appeared
U.S. intervention was likely,
Cubans took over control of the
island," said the U.S. Atlantic
commander, Adm. Wesley
McDonald.
WAS
THE
INVASION
'LEGAL'?
The U.N. and Organization of
American States charters
forbid such a violation of a
nation's territory.
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz, asked about this, cited
the two-year-old treaty that
formed the Organization of
Eastern Caribbean States as
justification for the military
operation.
But that treaty, to which the
United States is not a party,
stipulates that collective
military action can be taken
against "external aggression,"
and then only by a unanimous
vote of the eight member states.
Only five members voted to
take action on Grenada.

Suit against company proceeds
Bv Anne Flasza
Siaff Writer

$4~,~CCi!~1 :~W c~~~i~~g t~

company . had contracted to
cover three basketball games. a
gymnastic meet and a swim
meet.
Rhode said that because of
construction work under way at

owner of the Phoenix VI
television production company
with breach of contract, ac- ~':c~~:t;h:t~~~o~
cording to Shari Rhode, chief said she could not estimate
when a date would be set.
trial attorney.
Rhode said that a $5,000
The suit, filed on March 25,
charges William C. Addison, contract bond for performance,
given
to the University by
owner of the St. Louis based
company with breach of con- Addison, cannot be released
the
court rules breach of
until
tract, and seeks from him both
the initial outlay of $25.000 and contract or Addison agrees to
an additional $21J.036 in costs forfeit the bond.
"Right now there's some
incurred by the University.
Of eight events Phoenix VI controversy as to who that
agreed to broadcast last year, money belongs to," Rhode said.
"Since in fact there were
only three we~e. actually
televised. In additIon to the some services performed, it will
three football games that were be up to the court to determine
carried bv three outlets, the if there was a breach of con-

tract," she said.
Rhode said the additional

$20,000 SIU--; is seeking was

spent to upgrade McAndrew
Stadium for the venture and
provide services for the taping
of events. The cost of installing
additional power' lines, catering
and electrician services were
included in the suit, Rhode said.
"If we wouldn't have had the
contract, we wouldn't have
expended the money," she said.
"But in terms of the lawsuit we
have received benefits for this."
This season's Saluki football
games are being carried by
WSIL' through a verbal
agreement, according to Bruce
Swinburne, vice president for
student affairs.
"Right
now
we
are
predisposed to using our own
operation," he said.

examination of high school
requirements,
but
he
questioned whether high
schools have the resources.
"The ideas are basic, but let's
move very cautiously." Somit
said. "We're not talking about
statewide requirements here."
Shaw said he still has "slight"
reservations about the IBHE's
action, because the message
being sent out to all :otudents
may not be realistic. ill September, the chancellor s"id not
all college-bound students need
four years of math and Sl::ience.
"On the other hand, these are
not going to be required," he
said Tuesday. "All the IBHE is
saying is that if you want to
leave your options open. then
take all these courses. It's more
or less advice to students."
Shaw said it may be good for
seventh and eighth graders to
plan on taking a lot of courses in

math or science. "It's a
question of degree, thOUgh."
Presently, SIU-C "strongly
recommends" that students
complete a comprehensive
academic program and that
high school students should take
as many courses in math.
English and science before
entering college.
But in response to the (BHE's
action, the Faculty Senate's
Undergraduate Educational
Policies Committee is drafting
the University's response,
which is due n<'xt spring, Somit
said.
Another part of the admission-standard
package
approved Tuesday asks that
community colleges modify
requirements for transfer
programs for approval by July
1,1986.

FEE from Page 1
separate ceremonies for each
academic unit, Williams said
Monday.
The committee was instructed b)' Somit to investigate
the feasibility of such a
program, Williams said. .The
ceremony dispersal would
begin at graduation ceremonies
for spring semester 1984, he
said.
Early response to the
proposal indicated that many
faculty members oppose the
plan. Williams said.
The senate is scheduled to

consider funding requests by
four student organizations: the
Obelisk II yearbook, the Indian
Student Organization, the NeoGrassroot<: Organization and
the Future Farmers of America
Or~anization.

The senate will also vote on
bills to recognize thret' student
groups as Registered Student
Organizations: the Vanity
Fashion Fair Models, the
Coalition for the Concerns of the
Physically Disabled and the
Aikido Club.

2 armed robberies reported to police
Armed robbers wearing
Halloween masks robbed the
Clark Self Serve Station, 801 E.
Walnut St., and a Carbondale
resident at gunpoint Monday in
two separate incidents, according to Carbondale police.
The first robbery was
reported to police at 7:21 p.m.
by Timothy L. Bryant. 40S E.
College St.. who said he was
confronted by two black males
as he walked across the front
schoolyard at Lincoln Junior
High School, SOl S. Washington
St.
The two men. who were

wearing flesh-colored creature
masks, pointed a silver handgun at Bryant and demanded
his wallet, police said. They fled
on foot with $1 in change. The
wallet was valued at $3.
An employee of the Clark
East gas station reported the
other robbery at 9:41 p.m ..
police said.
A black male wearing a baldheaded, scar-faced mask entered the station. bought a pack
of cigarettes, police said, then
pointed a revolver at the employee and demanded cash.
He fled on foot with $27 cash.

Woman's purse rified in dressing room
About $2.000 worth of cash
and jewelry was reported stolen
from a woman's purse in a
dressing room at J.C. Penny's
Sunday, Carbondale police said.
Joy E. Chapman of Route 1,
Chaffee, Mo. told police the
theft occurred as she was trying
on clothes in the department

store, which is located in the
University ·Mall.

Forum to be h';id

A forum to meet candidates for
the Carbondale Grade School
Board w.ilI be held at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday at Parrish School.
115 N. Parrish Lane.

,.---- COUPON - - - - ,

COLOR PRINT
FILM
DEVELOPING
SPECIALS
12 EXP. ROLL
$
(1l0 & 126 only)

2 09

$259

1SEXPOSURE
DISC

24 EXP. ROLL
$
i110 & 126 only)

3 69

J",","MmSerYJuofor
Cr.o,.-..bp"",SICWI
in JSmm pho'avopfto,

24 EXP. ROLL
(3Smm only)

31 EXP. ROLL

ATTENTION VETERANS
"Homecoml,. 'no-When Will They Have Thein'''. I. the theme of the slue Veterant
AIIOClatlon'....try In thl. y_r'. Homecoming Pa...... this entry I.....Igned to draw aHentlon
to. and .upport for. the 2500 U.S...rvlc.m.n .tlll held a. Prlsone,...of-War or lI.tecl a. MlulngI... Actlon In Southea.t A.la.
W. n..ct your .upport In making thl. one of the mOlt pow.rful .tat.m.nt. ev.r mad. lay a
.tuel.nt organization during Homecomlng_tlvltl... A pa...d. formation of at many panons
a. wl.h to partlclpat. would'" very Instrvmental In help.... cr_t. community awaren...
alaout the plight of t .......rvlcemen. their famlll.. and frl.neIs.
Anyone with•• to lofn us In thl. ca... I. more than welcome••ormatlon will ... at 1:31 a.m ••
Saturclay. Nov. S. In pa......... tlon ,. on Monroe St. ~tween University anclllllnol. Aven.....
dlrectlv ocr... from All .......). 'or more InforrroGiion. call Kevin JaM at slt-U12 (I_ve
. . . . . . . .). M Perry Murry at 453-17t1. I to .:31. Mon. thru 'rl.
Our thank. to the National ....g ... of 'amlll.. and the IlIInol. Department of V.t.,.ns
Affaln for their .upport of thl. co.....

(35mm only)

01,., good on .11"'91. ,.' of t.,ottdoId St'.

pI""" Ie,.' IJIOC.u}

1""~' 0'" ,011 Wllh thiS

mvpon. no,voJJd .. fhonyothet"covpont1Het'

Expires Nov. 6th

L~lSJ9..wtj .P.!t!lYj_ ..

Pg/d for by the slUe OIIlc. of V.tergns AffCl/rs
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()pinion &(9ommentary

Don't make Illinois a U 1aste dump

Be judicious
.~with tailgaters

The present and futUre voters
of Illinois should make it clear
to state Sen. Ken Buzbee, U.S.
Sen. Gene Johns. Gov. Jim
Thompson and all other elected
state and federal representatives that they will not accept
the proposition that Illinois be
made the radioactive nuclear
waste dump site for 14 states.
We will do well to handle our
own nuclear waste in a manner
that will protect the citizens of
lllinois. Nuclear waste will
remain
radioactive
for
'thousands of years, which
means that as soon as the
containers for nuclear waste
are destroyed by corrosion, our
water supply and our soil will
become radioactive to the
extent that it will kill off the

SHORT OF HALTING the game and tapping a giant be.lr keg at
midfield, the University has few sure-fire ways to consider for
getting tailgate party-goers into McAndrew Stadium for football
games.
The failure of the I-AA Nc. 1-ranked Salukis to draw a capacity
crowd at home games this season can be attributed only in part to
the proliferation of tailgate revelry and alcohol consumption outside the stadium. But it undoubtedly is a factor, especially since
alcJhoi is no longer allowed in the stands.
S'eps could be taken to try to improve attendance and control the
gro.:·~, of the tailgating phenomenon but none would be
universally popular.
For one, the University could reverse the policy which forbids
alcohol consumption in the stadium. That would encourage those
who want to drink and see the game to enter the stadium, but it
would also encourage the same obnoxiousness - throwing of beer
cans and ice, people-passing, fisticuffs - that forced the University
to rule out drinking in the stadium in the fi~~t place.

people who are exposed.
Transferring the radioactive
wastes to new lead shielded
containers every time the old
containers are destroyed by
corrosion will cost the taxpayers of Illinois billions or
even trillions of dollars in the
years ahead. Even if the other
states are required to carry the
"maximum amount of insurance
available"
the
maximum amount available
would only be a drop in the
bucket when compared to the
huge costs of paying for
destruction of people, property
and water systems.
My comments are biased in
favor of the citizens of Illinois
because of economic con-

siderations and becal.!:;e I am :1
life-long resident of llIino>is.
Morally, nehher the citizens of
Illinois nor the citizens of other
states should be required to deal
with radioactive wastes. This
would require federal action to
prohibit the production of
nuclear radioactive wastes .
Nuclear power plants would
have to be discontinued until
world scientists and utilities can
either neutralize radioactivity
or develop nuclear fusion which
does not create radioactivity.
Unless radioactivity is controlled it will in time destroy all
human beings and animals that
now inhabit our planet. Edward S. Kelsey. SIU Sta'f,
Murphysboro.

Time to bring'em bOlne, Ron
I winced \Vhen I read Tom
Jurgens' words in the October
25 edition of the Daily Egyptian
"It - COUIQ nave been your
brother over there," Jurgens'
wrote in reference to the 186

OR STEPS could be taken to block the view of the games from
vantage points outside McAndrew Stadium. In this regard, SIU-C
has a choice: sealing off the vantage points (the top of the doubledeck parking lot and an adjacent hill) or installing some sort of
obstacle to freeloaders' view along the north fence of the stadium.
Tne UnIversity could have a temporary ODStaCle - canvas sheets,
for example - in place even before the Homecoming game on
Saturday, if it so chooses. A more permanent and more
I,leSthetically pleasing approach would be to plant evergreen trees
along the north fence.
.! This approach would force those who want to see the game to
dlove into the stadium. But those who come more for the party than
lJIe football would, in all likelihood, prefer to remain outside.

~t~:r:~~~r~~ ~::n!lbr~V~:

over there.
Ens. F.L. Porter, Jr., USN. IS
AN SIU-C alumnus and a
munitions officer on board the
U.S.S. Iwo Jima. Bt..:ause he is
on a ship, I assume he was not
one of the 186 killed. He is not
often allowed on land.
I used to smile when I read
lines like "the Marines are
defenseless sitting ducks, ,.

A MORE EXTREME measure would be to restrict the hours in
which tailgate parties were allowed. Curtailing stadium-side
parties at kickoff or shortly thereafter would leave revelers with the
choice of going to the game or leaving the area altogether.
But this pial) could present serious enforcement problems. A
handful of security officers could encOWlter considerable resistance
from thousands of people who wr •'t want to stop the party when the
football flies for the first time.
Tailgating SIU-style is certainly not traditional in the sense of
parking-lot picnics which stop at game time. It is a situation which
University officials are not sure how to handle - or whether to
handle.

because I knew they were not
exactly defenseless. The Iwo
Jima has enough nuclear
weaponry to destroy that
country. But now I realize they
are sitting ducks.
My sorrow for the dead
Marines urges me to join the
ranks that say, "Bring 'em
home, Ron." Then anger sets in
and I say, "Kill the mothers." I
am torn somewhere between
the two.
I do not question whethe.. this
is "peace-keeping" or not. I
have been calling it war for
some time now. It is a war we
can win. It .is our war - one
that, I think. we initiated.

,00AJ'I' 7R/<,€ CUT YOOR.

FRUSTRflllCVS,

I have many cousins and
uncles who remember World
War II and Vietnam. Some of
them remember the incidents
that happened in those wars
every day. Bring 'em home,
Ron. - H. David Porter. Freshman, Elementary Education.
Asst. Editor. Thompson Point
Pointer.

By Brad Lancaster

VIRGIL
R~

There is a certain excitement
in war. My brother wanted to
see inside Beirut He told me the
only interesting oJlings he does
in Lebanon are the ones he
cannot tell me about. But my
family has had enough excitemE'nt
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TAILGATING bas advantages as wen as potential hazards.
Student groups pull in profits from concession booths alongside the
party. And the prospect of a good time undoubtedly draws some
people not only to stadium-side, but into the stands, as weli.
If tailgate parties continue to expand, though, the Univer:.ity may
be forced to take action to keep them under control. But it should do
so judiciously, so 8S not to eliminate the benefits and potential
benefits afforded any time thousands of people come together for
any worthwhile reason.
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l\lan Dixon: three-dimensional politician
~Editor'S
Note: The following
m!Dentary was writtea by
aVid Everson. JoanParker
and Jack Van Der SliIl of the
lIIiaois Legislative Studies
Center at Sangamoa State
University.

Alan J. Dixon, a threedimensional politician, has to be
one of Illinoi~' most interesting
public figures. An examination
of his background and
reputation not only gives us
insight about him, but it uncovers some important charcteristics of the American
'political process.
For Illinoisans Dixon is well
.known as a "winner." While we
have not actually totaled up his
votes, it may well be that Dixon
has accumulated more votes
from Illinoisans than any living
Illinois politician. Dixon started
early, ran often and always
won.
Dixon's first office was a
judicial one. At age 21 he was
ejected tc the position of police
magistrate. a minor judicial
post whic... has since been

eliminated by judicial reforms.

IN 1950. when he was 23,
Dixon ran for and won a seat in
the
Illinois
House
of
Representatives. After serving
six two-year terms there, he
moved up to the Illinois Senate
for two four-year terms. Still
only in his 405, Dixon had
already accumulated 20 years
of legislative experience.
In 1970 Dixon stepped up
again, winning the Democratic
nomination for treasurer. In a
close general election he won 51
percent of the vote. As Dixon
pointed out in his official
biography in the "Ulinois Blue
Book," he had achieved elective
office in all three branches of
Illinois
government
judiciary; legislative and
executive.
In 1974 Dixon was re~lected
treasurer by nearly a two-to-one
margin and, during the middle
of that term, won nomination
.and election to the office of
secretary of state in 1976. In
!978 he was re~lected by a
massive three-to-one margin. It

was not mIlch of a surprise that,
after Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson
III announced he would not run
again for the U.S. Senate Alan
J. Dixon said he would seek that
office. He defeated the
Republican candidate, Lt. Gov.
Dave O'Neal by more than
600,000 votes. In 14 elections
Dixon was not only undefeated
but typically was a big winner:

ANOTHER dimension of
Dixon is evident in Congress
and on the national scene:
Dixon is a virtual unknown. He
is rarely mentioned in national
media - the network news, the
news magazines or the major
newspapers. A moderate on·
policy matters, Dixon has a
voting record which does not
"stick out." He is not a policy
inno\'ator, nor is he an
ideologue who pursues principles to a logical conclusion.
Rather, he is one who seeks
conpromise, negotiates for
consensus, and seeks to build
coalitions in behalf of middle-ofthe-road legislation.
Sometimes the practice of

going for half a loaf here a!ld
haH . a loaf there looks 10consistent. In 1982, for example,
Dixon was one of 21 senators
who voted first in favor of a
cons~itutional amendment to
reqwre a balanced budget, and
on the very sam.e .day to approve a proposalliftmg a cap on
cost of living for federal pensioners. The latter would increase the budget deficit by $5
billion.

BUT THE third dimension of
Alan J. Dixon is the political
animal who is knowledgeable
and experienced at the local,
state and national levels about
the processes of governing and
sensitive to changing definitions
of the public interest. We find it
noteworthy then that this
master of process is putting real
effort into an amendment to the
U.S. Constitution to grant the
U.S. president power to veto or
reduce any item in an appropriation bill. Modeled
closely after the language of the
Illinois constitution,
the
amendment states that "the

President shall return with his
objections any item of appropriation reduced or disaporoved to the House in which ...
(it) originated." Congress can
then reconsider, and by only a
majority vote in each house
(rather than two-thirds, as is
required of regular bill vetoes).
restore the vetoed or reduced
amount.

FROM HIS long political
experience, Dixon offers
Reagan and future presidents
sharp tools for the management
of public spending. Too often
presidents must go for appropriation bills on an "all or
nothing" basis. Because the
item and reduction vetoes give
!I president more power. they
llso enhance his prospects for
:legotiating solutions among
rival interests.
Dixon's proposal is a long way
from adoption. But "winner"
that he is, Dixon may well have
the time and skill to put
together the needed political
coalition in its behalf.

One-room school principal may be lowest paid
McLEOD, N.D.

(AP) -

At

:S,:~~~a~::lri~ci~r~
Dakota may be the lowest-paid
teacher in the United States,
according to a survey being
conducted by the National
Education Association.
For 14 } ears, Janice Herbranson, 49, has taught at the
Salund School in McLeod. which

has five students.
She figures she can make
ends meet only because she
owns the only bar in town.
Herbranson said she was
surprised but understood the
situation when told last week
she may he the country's lowest
paid teacher.
She said she asked herself, "If
I'm the poorest paid. am I the

poorest teacher?" The answer

ill no, she said.

"It would bother me if they
were silting on loads of money
and felt that was aU I was
worth," Herbranson said.

") don't sup~ ) could live
on that salary if it was my only
income."

BLEUFLAMBE
lUES. NilES 7s.t Jack Daniels (Starts At 4:(0)
WED. NilES 2'For 1 Speedrails (Starts At 6:(0)

We Now Hove "8ig Screen" T. V.

HArpy HOUR

801 E. Main

Mon.-Fri. 8:30·9:30am
4:00·7:00pm

Ph. S49-"a..l
Hrs. Bam-20m
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'Catch 22' to bring comedy
to Calipre Stage on Thursday
By Liz Myers
Staff Writer

The Department of Speech
Communication's Calipre Stage
will present their rendition of
Joseph HeUer's "Catch 22"
Thursday through Saturday.
Ken Hawkinson, a graduate
assistant in speech communication, adapted and
directed the performance. He
said "Catch 22" is an ironic tale
about a World War II pilot who
tries to convince his fellow
pilots and commanding officer
that they shouldn't be involved
in the war.
Hawkinson said the performance is a chamber theater
production, in which the
characters themselves take
over the narration and explain
their inner feelings and
emotions.
"Chamber theater is very
true to the glory of tt.e novel Wf~
(lon't change things to enh;.•.ce
the performal'ce. We just
change things to enhance the
novel," Hawkinson said. "Four
of the nine members cf the cast
play four to five rlifferent
characters. And they have til be
so convincing in these roles that
the audience will be able to
distinguish between these
characters. "
Hawkinson continued, "I had
to indoctrinate the actors into a
chamber theater production
where one minute they have to

be one character and the next
another. But these guys (the'
cast members) were so
energetic about being in the
performance, getting in, it
wasn't any problem."
Hawkinson said the eight
males and one female of the
troupe handled the biggest task
of switching from conventional
theater to this type of narrative
theater extremely well.
In the last 5112 weeks, the
relatively young cast has
developed a great camaraderie
during the duration of the
production, Hawkinson said.
"They rehearsed on their own
together, they partied together
and ultimately formed from it a
really strong ensemble," he
said.

The faculty adviser for Catch
Z2 is Ronald Pelias, who
Hawkinson said aided him in
putting the script together and
suggesting different styles and
techniques of directing.
"It is S6~t of a tradition in the
Department of Speech Com·
munication for doctorate
students to direct a show,"
Hawkinson said, who is working
on his dissertatioll.

Tonight-Friday

actors.
"ROTC even fit each member
individually with a pair of
boots," he said.

tIfl~

7&9pm

$1.00

Some of the actors in Catch 22
are: Tyler Warfield. sophomore
in rad: ') and television who will
play the narrator: Alan
Stevenson. a freshman in
theater who will play the
protagani..;t 'Yossarian,' the
sympathetic pilot:
and BiU
Feuguson, a junior in radio
and television who will play the
role of Colonel Cathcart, the
villian of the story.

Ride the elevator to

the 4th floor Video
Lounge in the Student
Center

The performances will be
held in the Calipre Stage
Theater in the Communications
building.
Tickets may be obtained in
the Cali pre Stage box office for
$2.50 each. For more information, persons may call the
Department of Speech Comm Jnication.
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The director also said the
SJU-C branch of the Army
ROTC contributed to the performance
by
providing
uniforms .md props for the
...... "as.SMtIftISl

Video
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HAGLER vs DURAN

VNDERFIRE

THURSDAY'NOV.l0th.
LIVE ON GIANT SCREEN COLOR CLOSED CIRCUIT T.V.

SIU ARENA· CARBONDALE
S20·ALL SEATS RESERVED
Pr.llmlnarl....PM
CharU. 'Whit. Llghtn...• Brown n. Bla... Dlck.on
and
Juan 'Domingo' Roldan .... Frank 'Th. Animal'
FI.'chCIr

MAIN IOUT-.:30PM
On sale now, Arena Special Events
Ticket Office 9AM-.f:30:'M

.Night/lie
THIS HOMECOMING
COME HOME TO

':"3:1' ',l!! 7", .,15

What .. FRED'S like! lmqlne a Cblcqo Polilh Weddlnc. .. he...,
neryo..e, .,........ and old, daaca t.-om the flnt to the lut aer. Onl,
at FRED'S, the mualc .. country! FRED'S iI like nothlnl d .... and

nothinc--no lmitation-illike FilED'S.

Frlday-8;30-12:30-Areo Code (618)
Saturday-8:30-12:30·Steve Newberry
&The Southland Band
TO . . . .nA'IA. . cau. .....2t1
Pari....

amc

UNIVERSITY ~7·6757 UN'~~IIT

~

Call to order now I
(618) 453-5341
Visa & Mastercard accepted

RAnD X. NO ONE unclar
, . aclmlttecl. 1.0. r ...ulr....
SHOWSOAILT

BUS SERVICE

8m AI'ena

-:m

•

ENT

TO CHICAGO & SUBURBSCALL;9~~~~2

As Little As 5 Y2 Hours To Chicago-Land
•

-THANKSGIVING BREAK- •
Tickets New

en Sale-All Reserve Seating

* *Only $39.75 ROUNDTRIP * *
IP,ic..,n.;Iudfl,coupondiwown,.

CC>-J~"dYo.lobteottidLetouifM.1

OFFER EXPIRES THIS FRI., NOV. 4 Reg. $59.75
ACT NOW--- STUDENT TRANS!T TICKET 4)AlES OUTLET

& SAVE II

UffA~

RETUR~

-NED .. NOV. 16

SAT .. NOV. 26
SUN .. NCN 21

:I~.R!;~~. 11

SAT .. NOV. 19

AT 715 S. UNIVERSITY AVE.
(ON THE ISLAND, UPPER LEVEL)
.-c.n.,...c"'..... n..._ ...

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
FRIDAY

1O:3OAM-l 2:30PM
& 2PM-6PM
lO:3OAM-l :3OPM

lOEWALSH
with an 11-pl.c. band
Nov. 14-8p.m.
Shryock Auditorium
TICKET~ 0" SALE "OW
In the Stadent Center Central

Ticket Office

Paffrath

&.

All SPC Cwerts Pr'I,ntatiln.

Oykhuia
Thursdav.
Nov. 3

GET INVOLVED.

7:30pm

Student
Center
Old Main

Applications are being accepted
for the following SPC Chair
Positions:
*Center Programming
* Promotions
*Video
Pick up applications at the SPC Office,
3rd Floor Student Center.
Applications ~ue November 9th.

TONIGHT.
FRIDAY

~

COLORADO

7&9pm

$1.00
Ride the elevator
to the Cth 'Ioor
Video Lounge
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8pm. Ballroom D
FREE ADMISSION
Sponsored by SPC
Expressive Arts
and Kodak

for Off"campus homecoming

King & Queen
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Eatery reviewers' new forte
is food in addition to Freud
By Terry Levecke
Entertah'ment Editor
A pair of psychology
professors, after eating their
way
through
Morocco,
Nicarall'..a, Costa Rica, and
Mexi<-t>, have eaten their way
throt.gh Southern Illinois - and
decioed to write about it.
Step.'len N. Haynes, professor
of psycho.i!~, and Linda R.
Gannon, associate professor in
psychology, have been friends
since Stephen began teaching
here seven years ago. They're
both single and they both eat out
often.
"I eat out 10 to 12 times a
week," from fa~ t food to full
mE'als, Haynes ;aid. Gannon
isn't quite as extreme; she eats
out an average of five time!> a
.veek.
ThE'!r boo!t, "The Southern
illinOIS Epicurean," contains
tidbits about 41 restaurants to
their liking from all over
Southern Illinois and over-theborder Missouri towns.
The book humorously depicts
"~staurants from traditional
Urbondale spots like Booby's
and The Gardens to places like
Jerry's Bigger Jigger in
Wamac, where the atmosphere
is described as "a combination
of an Ozark Mountain saloon. a
Polish wedding. and a Sonic
drive-in."
"We simply eat out a lot. like
to write, have a good sense of
humor and tra'i~l aiound
Southern Illinois a lot," Haynes
remarked.
Researching this book wasn't
all pleasant aftermstes and
pleased palates, though.
"We once drove an hour-anda-half through rain with two
other friends to arrive at Q
steakhouse we had heard about.
It turned out to be a plastic
resh.urant attached to a
slaugt.terhousf'." HII.'mps ~lIid.

~
--

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
Stephen Haynes and Linda Gannon, authors of Southern Illinois
Epicurean.
"It was a very unpleasant
experience," Gannon added
with a chuckle.
In order for a restaurant to be
reviewed in ,he Epicurean, :t
needed to have a congruence
between quality of food and
price, and have a friendly.
positive atmosphere, Haynes
said.
"We had one written and
completed three years ago, but
it contained sarcastic comments" about some places,
Hayne~ said. A lawyer advised
them to leave those comments
out or be prepared to be sued,
she said. Consequently, many
well-know: restaurants aren't
in the book.
The pair also visited 47
"lively arts" establishments,
some of which they "felt than!tful to escape unmaimed."
Thirteen of their favorites are
included in the book_ The book is
topped off with humorous
i:!iJStrations by Karen Schmitt.
The book is for anyone who

likes to eat out, Gannon said.
"People who move to Carbondale get the impression that
there's only Burger King and
McDonalds," she said.
The authors plan to continue
writing editions of the book each
year. Restaurants that were
rejected for the current edition
will be revisited.
"Now that we're doing this.
we've heard of all kinds of new
restaurants. like a five-star
Korean
restaurant
in
Belleville," Haynes said.
The nE'xt edition will also give
awards to specialites, like
margaritas and hot sauce,
Haynes said.
"One of our goals was to
provide
incentives
to
restaurants," Haynes said.
The book was published by
Wayne County Press in Fairfield and will be distributed in
local bookstores, Arno>ld's
Market, and Cloud Nine in
University Mall for $4.95. Books
can also be obtained by mail.

Symphony Orchestra to give concert
The works of Ros:;mi, Vivaldi,
Shostakovich, Ponce and
l\Iozart will be included in a
concert by the SIU-C Symphony
Orchestra set for 8 p.m. Wednesday in Shryock Auditorium.
The 56-piece ort:hestra will be
conducted by Robert Bergt, a
faculty member of the School of
Music, and will feature Joseph
Breznikar on the guitar and
Terry Norman on the oboe.
B-eznikar is also a School of

Music facully member, and
Norman is a gr~lduate assistant
The concert will feature the
humorous, tongue-in-cheek
"Overture to B~~ber of Seville"
by
!>rankster
composer
Gioacchino Rossini; "Concerto
for Oboe and Orchestra in A
Minor" by the violinist priest
Antonio Vivaldi; and "Symphony No. 5 Allegretto" by
D
~h~~rO~i~:, r who ;o~~ti~~

Oasis Lounge
Pr•••nts
Ladl•• Night
Every Wednesday Night

composed
to
conf(lrmist
3tandards and sometimes
departed
into free
expressionism.
"Concierto del Sur For Guitar
and Orchestra" by Mexicanborn Manuel M. Ponce is a
superb vehicle for the soloist,
and the concert will conclude
with the happy and free-spirited
"Symphony No. 31 K. m" by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
The concert is open to the
public and is free of charge.

BIRD-D••• WIN• • & THIN••
MON. TtfRU·SAT. 10-Spm SUN. I-Spm
107 S. Spanish
Cape Girardeau. MO
(31~) 334-892~ Shap
(314) 334-~969 Night

Blue & Gold Macaws S435.00
Green-win, Macaws S199,OO
Con,o African ,rell S269,OO

Gottin Cockatoos
S t 79.00
Muluccan Cockatoos S699.00
Umbrella Cockatoos S~99.00

Sale o",-wroueht iron caees
Sft. bubble caee $99.00
Check with us for A.K.C. puppies
We accept Visa & Mastercharee

BIOLOGICAL/PHYSICAL SCIENCES. , ,

You're Needed
All Over the
World.
Ask Peace Corps volunreet5 why !hey ore' USIng me" Science
moJO<. minor. or oprirude In heolrh cllnocs and clowooms in
MoIo)/SlO Why do !hey use mem In fish pond culrvre prOJem
and experjmenral forms In Wesrem Samoa) They'lI rc-i: you
!he" Ingenulry and flexlblhry ore os ImporTonr os rheor cteg~
Ask rhem why Peace Corp' IS me rougnesr Job you'lI ever love.

Intl'n'iL'I,'S \0\ _ S/~),

Intt'rcstl'd seniors si.l!n 11)1 noh'
i nth l' (';1 H'l' r I' I ann i n l! ;} n d
I'LICC[111'nt nCI iL-C_
'

PEACE CORPS
--KeB Capitol
of

Southern II.··
Ketman Says:

Drink Spec/cds for the Ladles
And Complimentary Flower

Guys & Gals Dancing

Fashion Show

CORE BIG
With My Early Reservation
Special!
Old SIYle Va bbl.

$29.95
With Reservation
Made Weds.-Thurs.
November 2-3

or $27.50 with reservation
ot 3 or more KegsU!

457-2721
I',I!!I' II. Paily ~~gyplian. SII\'('mber 2, 1983

ACROSS
1 K,nd 01
malh
6 Gray shade
11 Bob ball
14 Woody vlIle
15 Cal
16 "" - - p'g"s
eye'""
17 Poll worker
19 W,ldebeest
20 Trade
21 Canadoan
Indian
22 VenNated
24 "Tars shOUI
26 Enrolls
27 Verified
30 Window
accessories
32 Organ
33 Tumbler
34 Crosscut
37 Amer,n:ls
38 Noblem.m
39 Recap
40 D'Sfigure
41 Cankers
42S'erra 43 Ben set
45 CrotlClZed
46 Plan
48 Reality

49 Hike
50 Regan"s Sire
52 Old
56 Rower
57 Kill by AC
60 Common
ending
61 French
income
62 Man"s name
63 Leiter
64 Endured
65 Informs
DOWN
1 M~lt dronks
2 Fix naris

BATTERIES"

To day's

AUTOMOTIVE SIZES
NAME BRAND
FROM',.••
BAlTERIES!t17.
(WITH TRADE-IN)

_puzzle

............................

Puzzle answers
are on PfJ..ge 16

3 As,an weght
4

~ernmed-,n

countries

5 Scab
6 Narrative
7 FO<ltbaU
group
8 Askew
9 Mound
10 MISSIons
11 Deviation
12 Secret
13 Telegraph
speed unots
18 Image
23 Belanger:

suH
25 Possessive
26 Direction
27 Fruit
28 Glr:·s name
29 Gouge
30 Swamps
31 German

name
33 Blood
35 English
composer

36 Jimson
38 ""Enter'""
39 Feeler

41 Smirks
42 Resin
44 Dress part
45 Salmon
46 Zeno,'e
47 Bird
48 Destined
50 Gauze
51 Outside: pref
53 Sea brrd
5<1 A;1d Olhers
Lat"
55 H,deaways
58 Perm,t
",;I Reedp,pe

• Christmas Music •
• Alvarez Guitars •
• Casio Keyboards •
• Mics &accessories •
• Effect peddles •
• Strings 1"lor 1 •

....fore You Buy
Give U~ a Try"
K·oger Mall·COale West

* below
Applications are now available for the positions listed
for Spring Semester.
* Must have a current ACT on file.
* Applications must be returned by
November 4. 1983. 4pm.

* Contact:
Carpet cleaner turns 812
in Lotto tickets to 86 ~on
CHICAGO (AP) - A 26-yearold carpet cleaner who turned
$12 into $6 million when he won
the Illinois Lottery's Lotto
game says he plans to spend it
on travel, ''wine, women and
song."
Kenneth Natzke, a bachelor
from south suburban Burbank,
learned he'd won the top prize
Sunday morning when his
roommate awakened him with
the winning numbers"
The final - and winning combination of numbers Natzke
played last week was 24-25-3031·~36. He also spent $12 inst.ead of the sa he 1'OUtinely
spent on the game each week.
Natzke said Monday he plans
on quitting bio; job with Carson
Pirie Scott" Co. Asked whether
he'd be bored without a job,
Natzke replied, "I think 1 could
live with that boredom."
As the second $6 million
winner in three weeks, Natzke
wiU receive checks of $300,000
during each of the next 20 years.

FALL
CLEARANCE SALE
All Tractors.
Lawnmowers. Outboards
Tillers &Generators-

On Sale
Prices Will Never Be
Lower. Save Now Before
Higher Spring Prices.

Betty Gloss of Glen Ellyn
became the fU'St $6 million
winner in the Lotto game two
weeks ago.
"
In addition, 196 people picked
five of the six winning numbers
to receive $3,105.50 each, while
11,419 people picked four of the
numbers and will receive $79.50
eacb, Lottery spokesman Joel
Feldstein said.
"
"Those individual second aoo
third ~zes are the largest
second and third prizes in the '
history of Lotto," Feldstein
DOted.
Lobo is played by .selecting
six numbers between one and
40. At a weekend drawing,
lottery officials select the six,
winning numbers as well as a
seventh, alternative2umber.

* Layout Artl.ts

I
* Typesetters
* OffIce A....tants

e pp~~~~~.
~~~;!!::S!P~
I
Hon:e of The
BoHomless Coke

1~0nIy

Carbondale
529·5700

"~>

.

n/4/U & l1/I/U

~

~al!lial.S Late NII!II' .

fREE DELIVERY
Call 457-0321 or 549-4241"

Slices of Pizza
10:00 til- close

-
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Bald Knob Cross will be setting
for 'dream' Passion Play series

.. A Touch Of CI_"

,

By Debra Colburn
Staff Wriwr

Bring in this ad & buy one pair of glosses.
receive the second frame free from existing
stock {including designer frames}.
·can be diHerent prescriptions.
700 West Main
Carbondale
549·1510

Robert Cundiff would like to
the Bald Knob Passion Play
become a tradition.
Cundiff, a doctoral degree
student in theater, is writing the
play which will be presented at
• Bald Knob Cross near Alto
Pass.
Passion plays typically COVf'1'
the last week of Jesus Christ's
life. But Cundiff says be pians to
broaden the subject matter of
see

~~.A4~PC· ~'Pft

tutJ
§..Jia. .. rid ~ pC;"'''Pft

!!f./~ :~~ ~th~;":'~

~

fI~

Baptist and end with the
ascension."
Fifty-5eVen performances of
the play are sei. for June
through August. TIley will be
held in addition to the annual
Easter sunrise service, which
bas been
at
Knob
Cross since 1931.
An amphitheater and stage
fOl' the play will soon be under
construction. Cundiff estimates
construction costs will exceed
$50,000. The budget for the first-

held

Bald

FOR TICKETS, CAll
529-5915
529-5497 '

t=dtff'~crc;'U:d:ll~j.~

private and public sources are
being raised by Cundiff and the
Cross of Peace Foundation,
Knob
which maintains the
Cross.
He chose to write the passion
play because he said it teUs the
story of the most important
week in aU of history. The play
is one of three that he is writing
to fulfiU requirements for his
doctoral dissertion.
The major characters of the
play will be the same as in the
historical records, with Jesus
Christ as the central character.
He said he may develop other
minor personalities an the
Biblical account.
Cundiff, 38, bas taught and
directed plays at Pillsbury
Baptist Bible College in Minnesota, where he received his
bachelor's degree. Cundiff said
he came here a couple of years

Bald

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw
Robert Cundiff, writer and manager of the Bald Knob Passion Play.

ago with a great interest iri SIUC's pla)writing program.
He hopes to cast the play with
people from Southern Illinois.
The desire to write plays for
Christian schools, g.'oups and
churches is what brought
Cundiff to this area.
Directing the play wiD be Don
Ryerson, of Bob Jones
University in South Carolina,
where Cundiff earned his
master's degree in dramatic
production.
Special effects wiD be used in
the play, but only if they are an
important part 01 the story.
Cundiff said. The ascension of
Christ will probably be one of

OR STOP BY INTERNA TlONAL SERVICES.
CO-SPONSORS: ISC a GPSC

DAILY LUNCH BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT
SOUP-SA'.. AD-PIZZA-DELI
ONLY $3.19
SOUP & SALAD ONLY $2.65
Salad bar onl $1.99
MON-TUE-WED NIGHTS
FAMILY PASTA NIGHTS
SOUP-SALAD-PfZZA-PAST A
$1.994-10
rs
ADULTS $2.99

THURSDAY-Two Bit Night
25. 12oz. MUGS
254 SOFT DRINKS

Carbondale's Original Deli

Beg your pardon
Brent Jayko and Glenn
Tetzlaff, listed as owners of the
Midland Hills GoH Course in a
story that appeared in the
Tuesday issue of the Daily
Egyptian, in fact lease the
course from the Midland Hills
Country Club and are operators,
but not owners

the scenes where they will be
used. Commenting on how that
would be accomplished, Cundiff
smiled and said, "It won't be
done the way the original was."
He said he would also like to
have an earthquake during the
resurrection scene that would
require a careful combination
of lighting, sounds and scenery.
"I believe the story of the
crucifixion and the events of
Christ's life has the power to
change lives and historically
has changed the lives of many
people," Cundiff said.
In addition to writing the
play, Cundiff wiD also serve as
general manager.

Free Lunch Deliveries

.,

11 .. 1:30
549..3366

• Subs. Salads.

-,
~
(

I!::ecakee Quiche e .

~J

457-784'
549-0J30

---

BUSCH. BUD LITE
MICHELOB

•

w/BUFFnOR
EAT IN PIZZA

700W.Ma

549-7323

MATH (MAJORSIMINORS/APTITUDE) .•.

You're Needed
AiiOverthe
World.
Ask Peace Corps MaIh vcIunIeets why !heir ~ Ole
needed in !he dossrooms of !he worlds deYeIoping noIIon5.
Ask them why IngerUy and f1exibilily Ole as vIIaI as adopting
10 a ~ cuIIue, 1hey'1 ftI!I )'011 !heir 5IUdern know MaIh is
!he key 10 a solid f\A\ft, And IheVI ftI!I you mar Peace Corps
odds up 10 a career expe!lenCe hAl of rewan:Is and occompIiShmet'4 Ask !hem why Peace Corps is !he IOughe!r jOb
you'. _love.

Interviews Nov. 8/9.
Interested seniors sign up now
in the Career Planning and
Placement Office.

I

WEDNESDAY

40~ Drafts

$2.00 Pitcher
Special of the month

50C:' lbwENBRAU
70~

Seagrams

'2

Black &. White
Russians
75¢ Speedr'ails
95,

PEACECORPS

l~__------------~
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prices good thru Nov. 6, 19B3-we reserve the right to limit-nopa sold to dealers
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USDA Choice

Center Cut

chuck
roast

lb. •
sold as roast only

sliced
free
lb. •

•
Sib
bag

.7§

·
7g

• sentOf' citizens with $10

reg ornpple

FarfTlcrest

cottage
cheese

1.
211.

national
potatoCh

~~~b:~

•

in quarters

Pa~y

m~nne

11b
pkgs.

triple the
difference

low price guarantee

If you find lower prices overaH (excluding specials) at any other supermarket which fills aU your
needs, fresh meat. produce, dairy. grocery, etc.·National will pay you triple the difference, In cash!
First shop National, buy 1 each of at least 25 different items, totaling $20.00 or more. Then
compare prices on the same items at any other supermarket. If their total is lower, bling 'JOl6
itemized National receipt and ~he other market's prices to National's store managet' and we'R pay you
tripre the difference, in cash!
National, low prices you can believe in ...

l)aily F.ll)'ptian. November !, 1983, Page I (
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LIVE BLUEGRASS
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Stan Photo by Neville Luberg
Charles Klasek, director of international education, ropclc.e to OECD delegates.

Funding probleDls analyzed
A
group
fr(lm
the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation !'tudying the
problem of financial constraint
on higher educaiio!! in the
United States got off to a brisk
start on tile third phase of their
study at SIU-C Monday morning.
The delegation, which had
broken up last week into three
groups for detailed investigation of the effects of
financial constraint on staffing
poliCies nt the State University
of New York, academics at
University of Michigan and
financial management at Ohio
State University, reunited at
SIU to analyze their f!ndings
and devise ways to present
them to larger European and
American audiences for implementation.
Both sm officials and
members of the 14-member
delegation were very enthusiastic about the visit. ''The
~~nse from people on our
campus has been very enCoUl aging," said Charles
Klasek, director of In·
tenUltional Education at SIU.
"People have been calling aU
day to get in touch with
members of the delegation."
For Dominic O'Lacmhaire,
ch!Jirman of the Higher
Education
Authority
for
FinanN! in Ireland the visit bas
been "both exhilarating and
exciting but more of the fcrmer," he said laughingly.
O'Laoghaire who was one of
the five who studied fmanciaI
management at OSU said he
was especially interested in
student aid. "We do not have a
student loan system in
Ireland," be said "I want to
know the extent of burden loans

• 119 N. Washington

........ ~~ ..

Last phase of study begins

By Charles Victor
Staff Writer

WAMBLE
MOUNTAIN
RAMBLERS

place on students after they
graduate. What happen, for
instance, whtm two students
with loa...ns get married. With
medical students the burden
could be as high as $100 1000," t.e
said. O'LaQghaire saia he was
impressed liy the wo~k Sl'ldy
program as partIcularly
workable in Ireland.
Peter Plenge,
another
member of the same group
from Denmark, said the size
scope of American higher
education took his breath away.
"OSU alone is as large as the
higher education system of the
whole of Denmark," he said.
Plenge said the ~ize of
universities here provided
options Denmark didn't have.
Plenge said be was impressed
by the "brilliant leadership" be
met in American universities.
"They seem to have the right
poople for the right jobs and I
am impressed by the way they
make management work," he
said.
Gorel Osearsson from Sweden
was in the group that studied
Academic policies at Michigan.
"We studied the retrenchment
process from the beginiog to the
end," she said. "It is diificult to
decide if one should cut
academic programs across the
board or in specific areas."
19naz Bender from Germany,
wbo studied stafr~ policies at
SUNY, New York saId the group
found many interesUng irleas on
how to institute cuts. "We see
the situation with European
eyes and want to see how we can
implement some of the policies
in Europe," he- said.
Another member of the same
study group, Jan Gevers from
the Netberland!! said, "We
always tbought American
universities were free enterprise affairs but I was surprised at the many regulations

Y')U have, almJst as much as
Europe.
This
makes
management more difficult."
Gevers was impressed with way
American university officials
approached problems. "They
a:-e all so cheerful and creative
in the (ace of problems," he
said.
The visit, a brainchild of John
Davies, assistant dean of the
Anglian Regional Management
Center, came as a result of a
need for "more answers to the
problem of financial constraint
facing European universities."
Davies said, "We could have
gone to one of two Dlaces,
Australia and New Zealand or
North America, but chose
America beeause it is nearer
.:md the bulk of literature on the
subjed comes from here."
Davies also said, "In the last
five yp.ars there hasn't been
enough communication between OECD and Am':i;can
universities except for a few
presentations. We needed to get

beyond

presentations

Perm SpeCial1

by

coming hf're and investigating
specific universities to get an
actual feel for things," be said.
According to Davies, the visit
would have been near unpossible without the help of
Klasek, and Robert Berdahl,
dia-ector of the Institute for
Researcb in Higher Education
at the University of Maryland.
"Chuck and Bob were the two
American corners of a
triangle," he said. ·"Bob was
our academic advis~r who
organized the orientation and
chose the universities to be
studied and Chuck was the
financial
manager
who
organized the final week and
handl~ the ailministration of
the 'lisit," he added.
The delegation is expected to
complete its work by the end of
the week and leave on ' riday.
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0.01 and Style Ad<mIonaI.

Spon~or$

$40.00 per person Roond Trip
Lnye Carbondale 4:00pm Fridays

A COREC WATF.R CARNIVAL
and
SwtMMUT

Le,.lfe Chicago 2:00pm Sondayi

Wednesday. November 9. 1983
at the
SRC Natatorium

Expires 12/15/83

ELIGIBLE; All current slue students-. Student spouses, faculty/staff members and
spouses with current SRC Use Card or Water Carnival Entry Fee of $3.00 + SRC
doily us.fee.

Kodern Highway Coaches-Restroom
Eqolpped·Prof~sslonal Operators

Pa"e \'1, \)ai\1 Egyptian, Novemher 2, 19113

c e

flairbenders

Carbondale to Chicago

1\

P r

Halrstyl1ng for Men and Women.
703 S o . l l l l n o l s Ave.
Carbondale •
549-4422

slue INTRAMURAL SPORTS

for Info & nservatlons call4S 7-4144
R.E. Kllpatrlck-flgent
Galf Transport Company

f

Soft and fur of body, our regular
conditioning perm is now half-price. Save over
20.00 on this special Hairbenders perm. Call
today for an appointment.

non-stop' Express Bus Service

Paid Reservations reqolred no
later than 2:00 pm Thcirldays.

457-33OA

J

REGISTRATION: Team rosters are due Wednesday, November 9, at 5:00 p.m.
at the SRC Information Desl(.
·ClJrrent Intercollegiate swimmers and divers are not eligible.
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Master teacher criteria set
Bv Anne Flasla

siarr Writer

Gov. James Thompson's
advisory committee on master
teachers will chose final
criteria for se!el'ting and
honoring outstanding teachers
in the state by early December,
.James Parker, chairman of the
committee said.
Parker, chairman of the
Department of Educational
Leadership, said the commIttee
has decided to recommend five
areas in which instructors will
be judged, but added that the
committee will not determine to
what extent those recommendations will go for at least
another month.
The selection process has also
been determined. Parker said,
and teachers who wish to
receive the awards will have to
fik ~n applicat;on for consideration.
The areas the committee will
recommend include philosophy
of teaching. instructional effectiveness, school-community
activities and professional
activity and development.
A fifth category, which
Parker said might be called
"other information," would
deal with an instructor's
reasons why he should be
selected as a master teacher.
Parke. said the committee
will not recommend a specific
philosophy
of
teaching.
"Studies have shown that there
is not one (philosophy) that
seems to be more effective," he
said
Funds totaling $637,000 have
been appropriated by the state
to provide $1,000 awards to 500
outstanriing teachers from the
elementary, middle, and senior
high school levels.
In return for the awards, thE'
teachers selected will be asked
to spend three days of releasetime to share their skills with
colleagues, Parker said.
The remaining funds will be
used to reimburse school
districts for salaries of substitute teachers used during this
time,
"We want those who are
master teachE'rs to apply," he
said.
"I think it's going to ~
successful," Parker said. "The
stipend is large enough to be
attractive, and I believe most

educators want to participate
and do what they can to better
thE'ir field."
Because master teachers will
be asked to observe. lecture or
participate in workshops with
other teachers, Parker said
instructors will only be considered if the v file applications
for the hQnor with the
superintendel11
of
their
education service region.
Parker said teachers who are
recommended for the award by
other instructors or employers
will not be considered unless the
instructor being recommended
has filed an application.
"They ore going to be asked
to spend three days of their time
working with other teachers."
Parker said. "If they don't want
to do this, or are philosophically
opposed to the idea of awards,
we're not going to ask them."
Parker said the state board o(
education staff in Springfield
has completed a sample application (or the master teacher
program, but added that a final
form will not be ready unlillate
December.

With the application. Parker
said an applicant may submit
ten pages of typed material
outlining his work in the five
areas. Five additional pages of
recommendations, newspaper
articles or articles the in·
structor has had published will
be accept~, he said.
Selection comm;' tees formed
in each 01' the state's 57
education service regions will
then consider each applicant
within that region.
Parker said that teachers WIll
comprise at least one-half of
each selection committee, with
other committee members
coming from school boards.
school administrations. or the
business community within
each region.
If all goes as plant'ed, Parker
said selection committees could
be reviewing applicants by
April l.
Application forms will
probably be distributed through
schools, Parker said, and
notices will be placed in
professional journals.

Field Platter Bacon
" Field Jumbo Franks
Orange Crush & Barq's Root Beer
(16oz.lSpk.)

$1.3Sllb.
$1.49Ilb.
$1.39

Homemade Cider Available

Locatecllust 1 Yo miles south of
, campus on 51. Open 7 clay. a w_k. rrf;~~""~~~~
.~'" to 4 - T

SALE
EVERYTHING
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30-50% OFF
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To the
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Night

WITH LIVE GO GO DANCERS
(From tl"le Modeling Conspiracy)

atur oy Nig t
Cruise Thru The Decades
7pm-9pm Big Band Music
9pm-l0:30pm 50's - 60's Music
10:30pm-ll :30pm 70's Music
11 :30pm-Closi
4080'5 Music
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.. ..- 11-«
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Tequila Sunrise
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ALLINSTOCK
SIU ITEMS
20% OFF
EVERY WEDNESDAY
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A 3 CllfDlT COURSE-SPRING S£/IESTER
Wcm tile prgc:tIcal compolWll" 0I_1r-

We'v.Moved
To 102 W. Collen
Hov ..: Mon-',' ':3Oom.5:1Opm
Sat
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VIENNA ALL BEEf
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more. Taqht b)l the R,habilitation '",litvte

1.111 JIJb!1L

_r_.,

itadoft Mtti..... lAGrn CIbout .t,.... manop
",at, .",rttuarUp«" 0/ ,,"ltIt. alcoltol and

and tile

tv,a- een"r·Llmlt.d Enrollment.

M..,. Monda)l" 3:»':.10- For iliformatlon
callSU-UfJ.

t

10 am·2 pm

IElectronic.

; Motorcycl'••
1980 SUZUKI GN400. Black with

.. C\asslfird Information Rates
•. 15 W~rd Minimum

l~~elrean's, ~~~Mi:;.t: 7'tv~f~r

1977 SUZUKI GS550. Looks and
runs like new. S850.00 O. B. o.
Call 549-3452 after 4:00 p.m
32s3AC55

dafi.ree or Four Days-8 cents. per

w':.!"~·e~!.ud~tie Days-7 cents per
~;.,"! ~~deen Days-6 cents

I

Real E.tate

::u

days.

B2874A<fi3

WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful
~i~1r~~ge HiUs, car~~~

~a~~~~~:~n~e~~~~use

p.dveniser which lessen the value
of tbe advertisement will be ad-

LAKE
CHATAUQUA,
3BEDROOM. 2 bath house. family
and sun room. Dock $92,000, 6874795.
3191Ad67

:..e::.J.~ n~vtta:~::ltea:~

::e

yonr ad, eall 53&-3311 before 12:DO
IlOOII for cancellation in the n<!llt
day's issue.

the ,'ate applicable for the num~r
of insertions it appears. There WID

RENT NEW T.V:S $4IWK
NEW & USED T. V.·S FOR SALE
206 W. WALNUT, CDALE

A.' T.V.

457-7009

r4a~~es~~t~f!trak~~i\i ~~

pa~rwork.

.Automobile.

~~~~'ri~r 'nf~lian1:)-F:~\~fo~'
~l~:~,n~~~o~E~us~::~'ii~t.~~b~ i MobU!t Home.
o b 0 After~·oo 529-2t75. 3109Aa53 I CARBONDALE - 12x52 SU.RRY.
,

I

2

USED EQUlPMF.Nr
SPECIALS

I

RECEIVERS:
Sherwood S.700
$95.00
Harmon Kartb'I HK34G$95.00

1974, 12X50 2-BEDROOM, Fur-

i

~s:~s:.~ ~~~~~~~~f~

llJRNTABI.£S:

12XS6 MOBILE HOME, a-c, new
deck, 2 bedroom, excellent con~~. Located on a shagA~

II

10XSO 2 or 3 Bdrm.,
tied down. underpinned.
$1995

~~ rr~s~c:,~Te~i.°.r57~~~ileage.
.

3267Aa55

1973 VW SUPER Beetle. Sunroof,
:~~~~ery good conditiO~~

PhJJJps 406
Realistic lab 65
PhIlips 312
Realistic Model 42
Technics SL-D202
Philips 212
SanyoTP·1012

$50.00
$45.00
$55.00
$30.00
$65.00
$80.00
$60.00

EQUA1.JZERS:

12X50 2 Bdrm .• tied down.
underpinned. set on
spacious lot.
$2995

Ar',c SSl-Ie
MCS 3035

$55.00
$75.00

!~!!~WcGI},~~~i: ~r~~'

549-3000

good 5p.m.
condition.
$650 OBO.
Call 11-...:..-.;,..--------'
arter
529-2538.
3ZTlAa57
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
VW BUG, J901. Reliable, $0150. Can Miscellaneou.
457-4324 or 54!Hl531. _
3287Aa56 SEASONED FIREWOOD OAK "
1971 VW SQUAREBACK. Rebuilt hickory. 1-987-2461\ or 1-987-2840,
2938Af55
en 'ne solid body, sunroof, ~t after (pm.
'$900, 529-45s7.
3:.!ooAa54 JENNY'S ANTIQUES " used
1981 TOYOTA STARLET 36 000 furniture, Carbondale. Buy and
miles,41 mpg. 687-1653. B329sAa61
~:~~~~ 'l::t~!~~t·g-:;ur\~I:;~
1976 CHEVETTE, 69,000 actual 549-4978.
B2948AfS8
milel!,.no rust, 32 mpg, exceUent COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS!
condiuon. $1250. 549-786l. 33a1Aa55
HARVARD (grey) _ Yale (white) _
d m I Princeton (Navy) - Dartmouth
FOR SALE: HqNDA Accor 1 , (kelly) _ North Carolina ~li,ht
:rr~' n~ t~ new ~~~7 blue) - USC (white) . Others 14
LMi
er pm.
.
;:,~~tr..:!ktr:ten~~:o3960f'
'73 JO:URY ~I1, 4-doorg 4.000 on COD orders can HiOI-835-1085.
~~u61.t Jf.n~~n:ve~<iigs~
3147Af55

~.

3312Aa55

403 S. Graham

Pet. & Supplle.

~~~~~~~an's

2:~NJ:

t-K~s~~~·5S~~:.quali~~

COPPERTONE

~Af53

I

i
I

I

Pilg~ ·K. 1>ai1, 'Egypl1an: NoVemlier"~, 1983

==========:::!
Hou.e.
HOMEFINDRRS WILL HELP you
find a rental! For free service caD
529-5252 or 529-3866. Division of
Diederich Real Estate. B2811BbS;;

4-BEDROOM.
SPLIT-LEVEL.
furnished. 3 males need 1 more

~~[':~7~. east

~t~lIri~:rp~te~t' aS~6i.~~~~~~~~

SPRING SEMIi'.sTER-NICE efficiency in the Quarls. Furnished,

I::~.~~~torage, quie~~~
DUNN APARTMENTS NOW
leasing furnished one bedroom
apartments for spring and summer. Pool, ten DIS court, laun-

t!:~ftih:~a~~er~lU::S~:

A PAIR OF white doves for sale.
Can Ander at 529-2813.
3279Ah54

on

p~~~

CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. Two bedroom furnished house and three bedroom
furnished house. Gas heat, air,

~~~1 ~~
I ~a:t~~t~d~.b~~~tek1I:~
Ramada Inn on Old Rt. 13 West.

Available immediately. Call 5493187Ba55

:m I

Call 684-4145.

B3228Bb68

~a~~~:r~rb~:h~~~c~f~ ~:a~k
~::J~~i~:r~~eJ~~~:~J:ye~~~~

~u~:!~~tr~~~:rdn;:::

~~:otal house to 3 new ~~B~

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. All

l~~i1~~/!t~::~IT: :!~~13~.~fg:
12HI. Burk.

3282Bb61

NICE COTI'AGE. CLEAN, close to
campus. immediate occupancy. no
pets. 549-0272 or 549-0823S3228Bb62

find. For more information col)
BEAUTIFflL THREE BEDROOM
529-9472 or stop and see 250 S.
house. SfJ!}gg, summer optional.
Lewis Lane, lGam-4pm, Monday
, caD during33er:~~
thru friday.
326OBa77 1 ~~~
EFFICIENCY.

FURNISHED.

~.ic1;J~ys.Q~:~erio~:irorc:e~~

campus. 457-7290 after 5:~~69

FOR winter. 2

GREAT EFFICIENCY IN Quads spring. Furnished, carpeted.
kitchenette, full bath, s(or~e

~~:iaJe~~1usn:i~iri~~~25~5. 0
3297Ba61

ONE BEDROOM NICELY furnished apartment. Must sublea'le
~~~p~~. semester. Call ~~~
5 ROOM BASEMENT A~t. 5 morAl
~~~42~ated New ~60'\r~

011

PARKTOWN APTS.
Perfect far praf..si"""I!. 800 sq. ft .•
2 IIadromn apartnMnt. Ak. carpeted,
patio. lighted parking and cable TV
Behind Carbondale CII,,"'. i..1501
month.

~5~-i321

Now Renting For Fall
ttaw. aa.. to Campua
.... hcfroam: .t05 s.·.....rage

.. SPIDER WEB... BUY and sell Mu.lcal
3-lIedroam: 303 s. Faree.
ALTERNATORS AND ~TA~furniture and anti~. South ; r'LAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS!
_CIMrryCaurt
TERS Rebuilt. lowest prices ID on Old 51. 549-1782.
83224Af70 E
rienced performer (soon to be
"10S.~h
1.lIedraom: _ s. UniYenltyl3
8-lUtbem illin!lis. K"All" ~ IWOODBURNING STOVE ,i~ured on WPSD-TV's Telethon
F.ebuilders, Manon, n.
wo
DESIGNED for inserting in
of Stars) teaches an Ie-rels. Also,
r.aranteed. Call 1-997-4611~ ['rep-lace but may be useafree
be~inners in m~t other stYJes,
52'-1012
52t-3IM
urphysboro 687-4226. B3195A1l
sianiling. CaD 457-8553 aft~'&4
~:.nln:~~~~. :a~~ _ .' 1...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1

,!Bed

',05.

location. Furnished or unfurnished. rent now for winter
semester. 529-1539.
2956Bb56

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE for
a nice, spacious, quiet, two
bedroom professional apartment.

AQUARIUMS MURPHYSBORO.
TROPICAL fish.J small animals
and birds. also uog and cat sup00 R F'" SERVICES
Co.,
W
BLACK COCKER SPANIEL p~. 1L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1REFRIGERATOR, $35.457-7027.

~~&h~_

Dear Customer:
Someone you know knows
me and has learned that T.V.
and Stereo Repairs need not
be expensive nor time-con·
suming. Free Estimotes.
Same·Day·Service. and HiSh
Tech Knowledge permit me
to make repairs for less. Like
that someone, Call: 549·5936
And save.
"lien', T.V.
19·' COlOR TV
$1~

687-JcM:

_

FOUR BEDROOM FURNISHED
Lewis Park Apartment available
for spring semester. Call 549-!558.
3144Ba55

Property Mana~ers, 549-~~~7Ba66

See Doug Bushur

at N. Hwy. 51
Carbondale
or Call

Now taking Fall and Spring contracts
lor efficienci.s. I bedroom and 2 bed·
,oom opt. 3 blocks 'rom Campus. No
pets.
GI ... Willi...... llentel.
Unl_nlty
457-7941 '49-2454

~~~~~ro~E~!?~:nte~,O~~~!

rue~~~. f~\lr~Wee~!~ ~

Fln.nclng Av.1I

1969 VW RUG 4 sneed, ugly but
gets 30 mpg, ~OO. Call 549-5445,
arter 6 p.m.
3273Aa53

I

BE READY

12X6038drm. avail. immed.
$3995

I1,....,==--,

University. on the Island 457-5641.
3152Ar.o:.
AUDITIONING
BASS1STS.
I COMPLEX Music. Technical I
ability required. CalI4.';7-()505.
I
3192An56 .1

6283 after ..pm.

532-7514. Can move to Carbondale,
around $100.
3270Ae54

1978 V. W. RABBIT. Am-fm stereo

I

f.f~rS~~annd ~0:!8Mu~i~. w~nls

ONE &: TWO bedrooms furnished,
carpet. no pets. Two bedroom
unfurnished duplexes, also. 5291735. 45H956.
3014Ba59

197G TOYOTA. EXCELLENT I
condition. Stereo system. Must see
14x70CONCORD, 3 Bedroom. 1m.
~~te. Calf after 3~.~~ , ~~t~:.m~iances. M~~::s5

SPECIAL

P. A. RENTALS, BAND-equipmen
rentals. Rehearsals and recording
r studio .•'ull line of muscial accessories. Unbelievable prices!
Digital Delfs MXR, J30"0. ·rub~

:;? ~~:dai~~~~~d ~r.~~sWV~~ .l:T~~i1iti~~~~tl~aeJ.I2f"~~~t~
call 6&:4145.
B2971Ba57

=1~rooms. central ~~';jgl~

,----::F-=O:....:..R--=S'--A_L_E--,

.21 E.Maln
457-0375

CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. Onf bedroom fur·
nished apartment. air. absolutely

'I PARTIALLY WOODED ONE acre
~~~i~3C~~: Cobden. 13~:S

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 1973,

549-6610
IMPERIAL
MECCA

-Apartment.

available. ".000 or best orrer. 90
percent financing available at 12
percent over 10 year tenn. Phone
549-3C'l2 aft~ 5~m for. app,ointment
to see. ThIS IS a argam.
B325sAd60

:

4 Blocks From Campus,
Water, Sewer Included
Carpeted, Air Cond,

FOR RENT

CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres,

Classified advertising must be
paid in advance exc~l for those
accounts with establiShed credit..

• •

T.Y.REPAIR
FREE ESTIMATES
9O-DA Y GUARANTEE

3238A<fi3

8595.

:f~~ b:!, a~O:~I~~na~~a!r~!

•

~ 'B~~.g~~~5~.~i ~:~~

:5~%,0~I~a~~~ ~i~~. S:~1i
r~r;~ '7:vu:.ulTWr:eIi~~
rn~:en~=e~~~kg'a:~~~~~~~

m:::!e~~rWc~~~~3!i"fie;t~:J~~

FOR SALE

AMPLIFIER. 70 W·CH and preamplifier, by Audionics of Oregon.

B3081Ad62

~::ity~fo~o:;o:dw~tPt~a::n~i

necessary

715 s. Unlvenlty
549-1501

OWNERS MUST SELL, make
offer·homes from $18,000-$80,000.
We can help arranNe rinancil)::l.

The Daily Egyptian eannot be
r~sponsible for more than one
day'S incorrecl insertion. Advertisers are responsible for

FURNISHED
EFFICIENCY

I~~

:!t~c6e:oi:e~:~:tti~~:~nfo,:nl~

893-2900, anytime. 536·7575, wee!;-

AU Classified Advertising must
be typed and processed before
12:00 noon to ap~r in next day's
publication. Anything processed
after 12:00 noon will go in following
day's publication.

USED STEREO EQUIPMENT iN GOOD
CONDITION OR NEEDING REPAIR

! Lowest Prices, Largest Selection

ALTO PASS. 20 minutes from SIU.
;: bedroom, 2 bath, rireplace, chain

per word, per day.

pe~:::a. ~r~;. Days-S cents

Pyr.mld.
(2 blks. from Campus)
',6S••• wll ....
'49.24'4 457-7941

BUY, SELL, TRADE

storage available. $750. 5~~Cs:I
One Day-tO cents p~r word
minimum $1.50.
Two Days-9 cents per word, per

Now Renting for Fall and Spring.
Efficiencies and 1 bedroom opts. No
pets. loundry facilities.

Mobile Home.
ONE BEDROOM - $100. Two
bedroom - $130. No ~ts, Carkin!;
~~~k. r~sit.quiet, Sout ~':c56

=

1981 ONE AND Two bedroom
nicely furnished. energy savinIcampus. Sorry, no~B~

TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent,
available now. No pets please. 4578352 after 4 p.m.
B306OBc61
MALIBU VILLAGE, FRONT and
rear bedrooms, 1',2 baths. fur-

~~~fttO:~~:;:~~'iediea:!u~~
deposit required. 549-5550BaI51Bc53

~~fe!Sle~~~ ~25 %m~:

£::t waste money, caUB3~

r;!!i~~l;r:i~wa~~~'tra~T'

g:;~*".NO pets. Single 0~1~¥f~

EXTRA NICE TWO bedroom,

~::"l::.~~ ~~m:s:~

arter 5pm.

B3231Bc68

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
heating bills? One bedroom

rs:~r::· ~r~r!et~l ~~~

Located

1',2

miles

east

of

~~~her~nku~a!~d Hle.~n w;:!T~=

=~.eA~~I~i~ ~w~Iso~atl:g

IIpring (4~~ month) contracts.
Phone 54!Hi612, 549-3002 ~~B~

12x60 TWO OR Three bedroom.
Furnisbed, carJ!.eted, air con-

~~~~~~=~~"l no pets.
B3264BcM

GREAT L<?CATION - 2 Subleasers
needed spnng semesler for nice 2t1edroom trailer 2 blocks from

~'!;~!}~~~~a:~a~!r!i~n~~~

~~lr~:' 1 ~~~~~~C'o~~~p· 2~~
~~~~:n~.fersTIt~0~gk~~1usr~:

arbondale (immediately). Would
refer to. share with responsible,
on-smokmFJrad student·working
rson. Cal 9-3117 alter ;~Be54

VERY EXCELLENT 12x65. Two
bedrooms. furnished. air. nalural
Pos. Unde~nned. anChored. Close
~ca~us Univprsity ~t1:S

FEMALE ROOMMATE WAN·
TED. Two bedroom trailer. CurnIshed. rent $62.50·month, pets
. o.k.! Call now. Tammy, 529~ess

water-Irash. 549-3003.

~~~. wit~i~r~!3It~~~:st. 2
No dogs. $175-month.

For
HOMECOMING
QUEEN
TODAY

~~~I':rdG;~~:~b~of~~~~~ and
3232E53

rh~;~:'Gdi~se~t~~~ns.p~!,p.~~~:
Edit!'~ial

45H666.

~~:~~

CARBONDALE - NEWLY CAR-

CHYBICKI
EXPERIENCED TEACHER
WILL babysit in her home.

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Now. I I
Male. 1 Female. Call54~:lBe67 .

i:!~;~al :i~~R~~~,~C, ;nc~~::~'
No

MARY

:l21:1Bc;:..;

ONE TWO AND one three bedroom
mobile homes. Fully Curnished and
reasonable. Glisson Court, 610 E.
Park st.
:t!72Bc60

~~~ :5~~~~nned.

VOTE

services also avaIlable.
3235E68

10-1

AT THE

TYPING
CHEAP.
EXPERIENCED. excellent work. fast

~!':~~~atPo~r:ic~T:!r~~t~:"C~ll

HELP WANTED

45;.4568.

457~.

~:i~!1!?! 'i:~~~ ~n8~ur~~~~~

3286E54

the

November 6. Crom 1-lOpm at
Maring Farm .. , Pig OUt" on to:15
DC Cood. "wallow" to the
bluegrass. Games and ~rizes toe ~

TERM
PAPERS,
THESES.
Dissertations. resumes, report
projects. etc. 1MB electronic
eqwpment. Call 549-6226. 3305E72

B328IBc56

n~~~t$j~ :~n~~ ~~~~t rg~~

DOCTORAL STUDENT SEEKS
house sitting job.jobS. Ell'

blinkillg lights. Continue on old 51.
past Cedar Creek Road Crom the
water tower it's only'. mile. You
can't miss it! Tickets and information in 3525 Faner or call 5366651.
3306J$.1

f:[~~;~. tarl~a:3~~~5ge=~~;

-I

'IEGNANT?
call
BIRTHRIGHT

Fr. . pregnancy t.sting
& confidential assistance

ROY AL RENTALS

AUCTIONS & SALES

5 ••·27••

M, ~l1dov ond Wedne.,doy '9am 12N
'ueo,doy 12Noor'l 2 JOptn

Apartments
Mobile Homes

11..1'

Ihu"doy 17Noon 4pon

Furnished & Air Condo
No Pets

I
I

I

WANTED

ANTIQUES

WANTED TO BUY. Class rings
ol~ gold &: silver. broken jewelry••
coms •. scrar. sterlmg. old watches.
anythmg!) value. J &: J Coins
823S. Illinois Avenue.457-6831.'
B3013F59

457-4422

FREE BUS
TOSIU

lOST
GOLD ELGIN LADIES Watch.

e CABLEVISION

I

I

-

YESTERYEAR A1'ITIQUES AND

~!>~~~ct~I:f~.B1fh~~~.se:h:~2"s~I~
1O:llOam-4:00pm.

B3234L60

OLD SECRETARY W-GLASS
Doors. Good shape. $100 O. B. O.
5-19·6725.

~~:a~:.rg~;~t~r;::·rs~lIgg~.· 31i'h'1J

eLaundromat

GROUP YARD SALE. Nov. 5,
8am. 803 W. Pecan. Clothes
household. misc .. Laundry tUb. '
3301K55

3276L54

RIDERS WANTED

~R::~.GOk~n~~~~a~at~hal~~:

e1 or 2 baths
e 2 or 3 bedrooms
e$145-$36O

EYEGLASSES

UOTEFOR

SUSAN DRO.~E

for Homecomlnl Queen
Wednesday, Nov. 2 or
Thursday_ Nov. 3

At the Student Center,
South end of the 1Sf floor_
between lOam & 2pmt
GOOD LUCK SUSAN!

DEPT. OF SPEECH
OM UNICATION.
THE BROTHERS OF
• ALPHA TAU OMEGA
FRATERNITY WOULD LIKE
TO WISH JIM MILLER OF

ATO

AND JEANETIE WEY OF

Ar.l

THE BEST OF LUCK ON
THEIR CAMPAIGN FOR
HOMECOMING KING &
QUEEN

OUIl VOTE IN THE
HOMECOMINC QUEE.IJ

Reward. Call Cristy. 529-1947.
3206G54
LOST:

$TIJDENT CENTER

BY

ElECTION 1$ FOil
SUSAN DRONE.

~:~~;!l~~~a!lth~r~~~le~.i~~h

Only 2 miles

MorrIS Feaster. -;57-4229 or 549~¥i(;t5pm. a~k Cor Map Room.

North of Campus.

Single Rates
Available

SHE'S THE APPLE OF OUR

*,

EYEl
"HWY 51 NORTH
5<&9.3(01)

GRAY TIGER·STRIPED KITTEN

~~30~fir,;~~ ~ie:~Pt!~ ~~~~:

Thank-you.
SECRETARY.
SELF·
MOTIVATED student worker
needed to manage departmental
office. Must have good com·

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates.
$62.65 per week. $195 per month.
Compfetely furnished includin~

=i,ca~~c:.ruga~Il~:~~~e:~r~

torel: 8~:i~:;t~:i:igF'::et~n
Carbondale, lIIinois. Phone 5494013.
B3134Bd64

blocks available. Pollution Control
Department, 53&-7511. Ask for Lori.
B33Il4C57

PRIVATE ROOM IN an apart·

TYPING • RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes transcribed. Termpapers, thesesdissertations, bOok manuscripts.

~:r~ k¥::h~r;:.tewf:;:~r:~orri
~artment. Otili:ies Curnished.

cift~5~~cc:'r~~~.J~~:J&f3:7
Roommate.

SERVICES OFFERED

ment or maybe even a house, call
Woodruff 457·3321. Why not?
B2919Bt]54

HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC
hayride and bonfire. Fun for all

TYPING - THE OFFICE. 409 W.
Main Street. 549-3512.
2914E56

~i:r-s ~~~~~t_~:~~~~70asr~~~

~~~Sr:~i~E..s, Ai~f:Uar~~O
teed. Lacquer $250. ~e moldings,

A~NOUNCEMENTS

Mickey.

2910154

See our great selection of
Hardwoods in stock.

~C~. .V:n"Ju~~~r, t!:lIbe~~~~:ii

BuHernut

rouse. Cel1tr~t air, nice location,
own !Tam. car spaCI'!. 549-4719 afer
5pm.
2916Be54

Cedar
Cherry
Red Elm

ROOMMATE NEE')ED TO share

~on~.a~~~oc7~~oe~~~:

STOR·N·LOCK

1"1(00
2"1(00

MINI

Philippine Mohogany
Hard Maple
'''Ook

~~~~~d~f;,' se1~t~ag~~1fs~

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES for
very nice 4-bedroom apartment in
Lewis Park Cor spring semester,
first I' .. months rent Cree! Call457.!
5366.
3208Be53
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED

I

campus. one block Crom strip. sace~
college neighborhood. Pels o.k.
$1~month. 457-4893.
3216Be65

many sizes available. 'ow monthly
rates, Cor more inCo. Cl' U 529-1133.
B3101E63

~~7>1Wt'G t:i~J;.fn~ATIO~~d
~~~~\io(n~h~~t 8~i~rSill82M~ii~~
10am-6pm, MOnday-Satur~ay. 457·
7859.

31f15E63

(HE HANDYMAN • PAINTING.
glazing. drywalling, electrical,
carpentry, roofing. hauling,
rardwork. All jobs large or sman.
~~J~~. work. Reasonab~~~e:s

Student Activities Fair.

I\::;\

~ SMILE TODAY)
\

~I

ENTERT AINMENT

CARBONDALE
601 N. BiIlYI
for appointment or inCormation.
Bryan, available immediately,
2999E58

RURAL CARBONDALE. 1 or
roommates needed. 2·bedroom
house, January rent free! Call 6846473.
3241Be54

MAROON PURSE IN Undergrad
Library on 10-27-83. I£ returned
with contents. $50 reward no
Questions asked. Call 549·3736
tietween 2·3pm.
3314G59

HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAILS'
Lessons! Gentle horses Cor sale:
2911154
HooCbeats - 4574370.

i~~~~~:57-=W;:?f~.~~f~;

Cost: $110 per month. Please call
as soon as possible at 549-':t:'ls8e57

SOUTHERNFEST III

3295G53

TICKETS - FANER SIDEWALK
~ to claim exchange Cor ad cost:
JIm 549-6238. .
3299H54

2757E53

VANT TO BE ALONE? We'll give
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Pine

I
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Poplar
Purple Heart
Sassafras
'''Walnut
2"Walnut
Willow
Zebrawood

$2.65BF
1.358F
2.65BF
.97BF
2.9BBF
3.2BBF
2.02BF
I.53BF
1.958F
2.'6BF
.908F
1.338F

3.n8F
1.748F
3.358F
3.35BF

1.678F
5.45BF

Woodshop
Located in the Student
Center ... 536·2121or
Crafts Shop ... 453·3636.

VOTE
for ""
C"nd-Dluglrt"
SUSAN DRONE,

Free Forum Area.
The Place to be.
Todav. Noon till 4
Come have some fun.
Need we sav more?

IT' • TIME •••

For HDM8coMing
QUlin!
HOMECOMING 1983
VOTE

JEANETTE WEY
JIM MILLER
COODLUCK
TO If(
$1$i[R.

SUSAN DRONE.

IN THE HOMECOMINC
QUHN ElECTION
LM N.4NCEEJ.
IT. lOU/$, 110

toplac••
D.E. CLASSIFIED

536-3311
I', .

------Ca~pusBrreh----MEETINGS WEDNESDAY:
Alpha Epsilon Rho, national
broadcasting society, 7 p.m.,
Lawson 231; Student Recreation
Society, 7 p.m., Recreation
Center 158; Amateur Rrtdio
Club, 8 p.m., Kaskaskia Room
and the Board of Directors of
Hospice Care, Inc., 7 p.m.,
Memorial Hospital Conference
Room One.
THE BLACK American
Studies program will host a
brown bag luncheon discussion
at noon Wednesday in Ballroom
C. "County Politics and the
Black Community" will be
discussed by Jackson County
Board members Darnecia
Moultrie and Doris Weaver.

residents of Greek Row Wednesday.

prospective board members
will be invited to attend.

"LEARNING
ABOUT
Cancer" will be discussed by
Dr. Donald Darling at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Family
Practice Conference Room of
Memorial Hospital.The
program is the second session in
a series of classes on coping
with cancer.

mE SOCIAL Work Student
Alliaoce will sell taffy apples
from it a.m. to 3 p.m. Thursday
in front of Faner Hall. Orders
will be taken for social welfare
T-shirts.

'{HE HILLEL Foundation
will have Rabbi Rick Marker as
a guest at 7 p.m. Wednesday at
913 S. Winois Aw.

NEW MEMBERS of the
Women's Club will present a
program on "Creative Opportunities for Children" at 3
p.m. Sunday in the Carbondale
Commumty Center, 607 E.
College St.

DISTRICT !Ia Parent-Teacher
GRASSROOTS. literary
Association and the Carbondale
Association for Resp'Jm'ive magazine, is extending its
Education will sponsor 1n ooen submission deadline to Monday.
forum at 7:30 p.m. Wec.'1esday Submissions may be taken to
at Parrish School. Tnirteen Faner 2370.

STUDENTS FOR Amnesty
International will meet to
discuss Human Rights Day,
United Nations petitions and
fi'in weekend at 7:45 p.m.
\\ednesday in the Saline Room.
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Ilf you ever owned a sweater that could wrap I
Iyau in a mood, or a pair of shoes that make
IIYOU wont to dance, there's something new to I
look forward to. THE HAIR LAB. It's not iust I
IHAIR. And it's not iust a LAB. It's the Salon
Ithat turned hair and skin care into fashion.

I

~o~

the regular price of
developing for prints
for all 110, 126,
35mm, and Disc. - ........... ~ ..... C»DJlBlJl!ll&9&\T_I«W. &..1
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THE HAIR LAB

II 715 s. UnIversIty 529.3905
I
I (BRING THIS IN FOR A FLEE HAIR ANALY~.S)
~-------------------------~
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40~ Michelob Dark
~
75. Jack Daniels
i(
75'; Beefeater Gin
~,
65~ Speedrails
i(
654 Watermelons and :
Kamakazis
~
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Complete Prosthetic Service and Supplies
Cape Girardeau Prosthetic Lab
48 Doctors' Park
Cape Girardeau, Missouri 63701
Phone: (314) 334-6401
Delltert .... Cola.. C.p.

All Night L(Jng/
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Puzzle answers

RDCUTE
N
E
ALLAN
ODD
TELLS

****>t**~TR"''''",icicicic

30. DRAFTS $1.50 Pitchers i(
~ Pitchers of Speedrails $3.50 ~

Cold, starvation
await survivors
of nuclear war

E

31SW. Willow
549.5421 -

i(

THE LlTfLE sisters of Alpha
Epsilon Pi, social fraternity,
will be selling pan cookies to the
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Huff's has The Complete Auto Repair Service.
We can repolr any make or model. foreign
or domestic. (We hove Expert Radiator" Heater
tr.!~~~repolr. with new radiators ~md heaters In stock.)

~

A SLIDE presentation of a
recent trip will be shown by the
Caving Club at 8 p.m. Wednesday in QuigJey 120.

WASHINGTON (AP>
Survivors of a nuclear war
would find themselves starving
on a cold, dark planet, a panel of
scientists said Monday, concluding the result of such a war
would be even worse than had
been believed.
"We have a very good reason
to be scared," Paul R. Ehrlich
of Stanford University said at a
conference on the long-term
effects of nuclear war.
.
Ehrlich and Carl Sagan of
Cornell University spoke for
more than 100 scientists who
participated in the twa-year
study.
"The extinction of the human
species would be a real
possibility," Sagan warned.
He said that even a relatively
small nuclear war could trigger
major cbanges in climate which
would destroy crops and endanger millions of people.
Sagan estimated that a major
nuclear exchange would kill 1.1
billion people and critically
injure a similar number.
That blast would also inject a
huge dust cloud into the atmosphere cutting off sunlight
and causing temperatures to
drop well below freezing for
.
weeks, Sagan said.

Huff's Radiator &. Auto Center

AT THE CROSSROADS

OF THE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER
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PERRY from Page 20
NewlY-:irpointed
team
captain Roy Birch gave an
accurate assessment of Perry's
strong point.
"The important thing about
.Kenny is hIs size," Birch said.
,"For a man that big he's very
~agile. He can go mix it up inside
land he can play outside. H~'ll
:cause problems for 0p)JflSmg
'centers trying to guard him.
"He's long and lean and takes
up a lot of space in there when
he extends those long arms.
Defensively, I look for him to
block some shots and get some
rebounds. Kenny should be an
intimidating factor."

said he chose SIU-C over other
schools because it's near his
hometown, Evansville, and
because he has respect for Van
Winkle and assistant Coach
Stafford
Stephenson.
Stephenson was an assistant
coach at Evansville Perry's
freshman year.

J

Perry doesn't think his oneyear layoff will hinder his play.
"I've heard different things
!bout sitting out," he said.
"Some say the comeback can be
slow-going. But I think we'll
surpass it by what we accomflish in practice. I think
we'l be ready to play when the
season starts."

BIRCH WAS also red-shirted

last year and had the opportun::; to see Perry in action
during Saluki practice sessions.
"There were times when
K~!lny was intimidating in
practice," Birch said. "He was
a force out there. If he plays
hard that's just what he'll be. A
force."
Following a productive freshman year at Evansville, Perry
sustained a stress fracture in
his foot his sophomore season.
As a result, the big guy lost his
starting position and played
about 20 percent less for
Evansville Coach Dick Walters.
Miffed about playing a backup
role, he decided to transfer to
SIU-C.

Kenny Perry

"It wa I hard playing hurt
because it affected my concentrat:on and enthusiasm,"
Perry said. "One of the reasons
I dec ded to red-shirt was to
give my foot a chalice to heal
llnd get stronger. It feels great
now."
PERRY HAS been married
three years and has a 13-monthold daughter, Lyndsay, who he
calls his "pride and joy." He

Call 536-4441 to Register.

1111 S. Illinois

Co"",, of Main It ,lIinols

CARBONDALE
529-156&

DINAH ANDERSON
ELECTROLOGY THERAPIST

Announces The Opening
of Her Office, November
15, 1983

AT

THE HAIR LAB
715 S. University
Carbondale, III
W••Ic.ncI_.... I••t
THURS through SUN

s::.=

$1.75

f35; Oif:·50":=~

Special Student Rate
& Companion Rate
Stop In for One free
GuesfUisit

~--------aNPON------~

OpeD 8:00a.m.·8:00p.m.

.MANAGE YOUR STRESS
.RELAX YOUR MIND &. BODY
.FEELGOOD
·IMPROVE CONCENTRATION
.ENHANCE SELF.AWARENESS

$1.99 APOR

_ Aa'Obk:s - Weilhts - sauna
_ Jacuzzi _ SUIl Cabinet

GREAT SHAffS

FITNESS CENTER
Rt. 51 South
. 529·4404

YOU CAN EASILY LEA&~ TO:

.'He may make a few
mistakes at first, but hopefully
they'll get worked out in time. A
layoff hAS a greater effect on
the lEarn thaI" the individual. I
think as an individual Kenny
will come back and do a super
job."

Meeting scheduled
for Goodtimegirls
Any wemen interested in
assisting with the men's varsity
swimming meets are invited to
attend an organizational
meeting for the group, the
Goodtimegirls,
at
~he
Recreatiull Center observation
area at 5:15 p.m. Thursday or
stop by the pool betweer. 2 and 5
p.m.
Duties
include
timing,
scoring, ticket taking, hosting
and various clerical duties
necessary for outstanding
meets. Home meets this year
include Southern Methodist
University, Indiana, Shave
Invitational with eight teams,
Auburn, Nebraska, Cincinnati
and the Saluki Invitational.
Jennifer Spahn is c\1airwoman of tile Goodtimegirls.

AGEMENT

Van Winkle wasn't concerned
about the layoff, either.
"The layoff isn't ideal but it's
not worth worrying about," Van
Winkle said. "Ken'lY worked
hard over the summer and he
practiced with us last year. He's
hun~' to pla_ basketball.

Halas funeral
set Thursday
CHICAGO CAP) - The doors
of Halas U are closed. Old Bears
ne longer will be returning to
the alumni party to share
memories with the man they
loved and gave their all.
"Papa Bear" George Halas
died Monday night in his
apartment from pancreatic
cancer at the age of 88. He had
been in and out of hospitals
since spring.
.
Old Bears who are still
around will have one more
gathering Thursday - at the
funeral of the man they
revered.
Visitation will be Wednesday
from 4 p.m. CDT to 9 p.m. CDT
at the Birren and Son Funeral
Home. Mass will be said at 11
a.m. CDT Thursday in St. Ita's
Catholic Church and burial wiD
follow
at
St.
Adalbert
Cemetery.

STRESS

I
...
Not valid ondeUycry
I .•ny IUIt at -..olty'.
or Seerblut Sub.
I
406 1.llIIno..
I
I
Mt-U66
Ooo411/I/U-n"t/1S •

Ms. Anderson received her SA degree
from SIU and completeci her training
in permanent hair removal at the
St.louis Institute of E!ectrology.
Call 529-1477 N 529-3905 now for a
complimentary consultation and
treatment. Electrolysis is a tax
deduciible medical expense.

TENr~IS

from Page 20

way into Itle four ope~ :;il<Jts of
the Nike All-American.
Wadmark kuew before he
went to Los Angeles that he'd be
playing with the best.
"The coach told me 1 would
have to play the best tennis 1
knew how," Wadmark said. "I
think 1 did a pretty gOfld job."
Wadmark's first challenge
was a match with sixth-seated
Charles Henny, of Trinity
College in Texas, which Wadmark lost 6-4, 7~.
"I wasn't really ready for
Henny," Wadmark explained.
"I was still a little tired and
very stiff from the trip to L.A ..
It took me all day just to warm
up."
Wadmark went on to play the
consolation tournament in
which he easily beat Stanford's
No. 1 player and National
Junior Champion John Letts 6-4,

TRADmON
from Page 20
and gives me a boost when 1 see
her Oyhg in from nowhere."
IlIner has been pleased "'ith
Lauer's progress this season.
"There has definitely been
improvement this year," DIner
said. "Patty bas a tendency to
pull the ball one way and it pulls
the other. She had a tendency to
hold the ball too long and tha~ is
the big thing she has improved
in."
Lauer will probably never
forget her audition at Wham
Field when she visited SIU-C as
a senior in high school.
Lauer tore ligaments in her
right knee playing basketball
her senior season in high school.
Because of the injury, Lauer's
audition in March was switc~
to late May. Within the first 15
minutes of the audition Lauer
re-injured her knee when she
went up against Well on a oneon-one driU.
"I thoueht J.I. (liner) didn't
want DIe Imd I was holding my
breath," Lauer said. "She held
my scholarship until I showed
her that my knee got better. My
doctor didn't believe in surgery
and 1 worked out all summer to
rehabiiate it."
One of the variables which
influenced Lauer in choosing
SlU-C was that she has relatives
in Cobden, Ill. Another variable
was she could get away from
home.
"One of the reasons I came to
Southern was so I could reach
OIJt to other people," Lauer
said. "If I went to school back
home I would be with my
friends and I wouldn't reach out
to others. I love to travel and it
gives me an opportunity to go to
different plac ~s and meet
different JlCl':>le."
Lauer W3S recommended to
~r by her high school coach,
Libev Bartley, and former SIUC plarer Lynn Dooley, a high
schoo official in New Jersey.
They have
recommended
former players Karen Tonks,
Linda Brown, and ~tarting right
wing Jennifer Bartley.
Lauer prepPed at Middletown
North High School in Belford,
N.J., and' was a th..~year
starter on the varsity. She was
an all-conference selection and
the team's eo-MVP her season

season.

6-1. Wadmark said he played his

set and four match points in the
regular game of tennis against second set and still couldn't
muster the win.
Letts.
"I went out and played my
"It was pure luck for Miller
game," Wadmark explained. that I lost to him," Wadmark
"Letts was playing very in- said. "I was playing so well. My
consistent and was always volley was going well, my
going for the big shots and serves hitting the spots and I
missing. I just kept placing the was so consistent. But he was so
quick at the net and he played
ball the way I usually do."
leFevre was a little more well in the clutch."
Wadmark said the tourenthusiastic about Wadmark's
nament will help him in the
win.
"Per really played one heck future.
"This tournament gives me
of a game," LeFevre said.
"Beating Stanford's No. 1 man more confidence now," Wadmark explained~ "I used to be a
is no piece of cake."
The Stanford team won the little scared to play someone I
NCAA Championship last year. knew or heard was good. Now,
Wadmark then went on to I'll play anyone."
Wadmark aDd the Salukis will
play in the quari:erfinal consolation in which he was edged be playing some of the best
when
they participate in the
by third-seeded Allen Miller of
Georgia 7~ 7~. Wadmark had Oak Hill Invitational this
three match points in the first weekend :n Belleville.
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fries. stockade toast. salad bar. and a free cone . •
USDA CHOICE. CUT STEAKS
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of Draft $1.50

No Cover
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-Book Sale-

+
.,.,+

Student Center, Ballrooms A & B
Wednesdayrrhunday, November 2 & 3:
9am-6pm
500+ Southern Illinois University Press Sal
Books @ 504 to $3.00

'+

PLUS

+
A WINNING DEAL
Saluki Red Hotdo!s

~

Sale Books from the university presses of:
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,
South Carolina and Tennessee
@ $1.00 to $3.00
I

89~

PLUS
Sale table of regional books @ $1.00 to $1.00

PLUS
Pleiades Records@ $1.00
PLUS
Recent S.I.V. Press titles @ 25 % discount,:,
PLUS
Free Stuff

Sat.
, H(luriA.... llable.
.-o...,.~

.!:~~:
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'.o.-:,M. hit. D.M.D.
c.114S1·',23

Committee to Re-elect Robt. Brewer
Samaline Fark, Chr.

I

1M. I

,.".,.,-...,

VOTE TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8,
1983

Chopped Steak $1 .99
•
Stockade Club Steak $2.49
Dinners includ~ choice of baked potato or frenchl

SAtUICI SPIRIT.

J

An I"dependent Candidate

CarlMmtlal. Community High khool
Dlat.UI-Board of Edt.1CCltlon

..

11 AM.9PM
Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday

I

RE-ELECT

ROBERT "BOa" BREWER

TUGs·Sat

l1om·3om

t,,/"":1

MasterCard and VISA c,hargecards ~ccepted.

IUinois footbaU changing losing tradition
By Jim Lexa
Staff Writer
Do you remember wh~n
losing was the fashionable thing
for Illinois college football
teams to do?
Not anymore. In fact, several
state university squads have
made I~lng a joke. SIU-C,
Illinois, Northern Illinds and
Eastern Illinois have all turned
the trend around.
I suppose Northwestern is
doing well this season, considering its history. The
Wildcats are 2-6, 2-4 in the Big
10. Since Dennis Green arrived
on the Wildcat campus in 1981,
his squads have gone S-25, including a 1)-11 year in his
inaugural season.
THAT DOESN'T sound too
good, but in the five years
before Grt~n took the coaching
job, Northwestern went 3-41-2,
with one win in a three-year
span. So maybe Green deserves
some credit for lifting Northwestern out of its doldrums.
But if you want a real success

story, just look over to
McAndrew Stadium and watch
the Saluki.'l - and not from a
tailgate party. Coach Rey
Dempsey has a 50-36 record
while in his ninth season at SIU·
C.

More importantly, though, he
has his squatl at !HI this season
while holding ti'e No. 1 ranking
in I-AA football. The Salukis are
in the midst of an ll-game
winning streak, which is the
longest in I-AA focltball and just
four short of thp school record
set more than 50 years ago.
Dempsey took over a
program th.a t went 7-33-1 in the
four seasons before he showed
up in Carbonda:~. I-lis first year
here, in 1976, his squad had a 7-4
recent. He has had only two
losir.g years at SIU-C, both with
3-8 records.
PROBABLY THE only
collegiate team in Illinois with
more exposure than the: alukis
is the Fighting IlIini. Thl lIlini
are in the driver's seat for the
Rose Bowl. They have a 7-1
record. f..(} in the Big 10.

From the

Press Box
Jim Lexa
Since Mike White showed up
from the California coast, he
has fashioned a 24-17-1 record
with just one losing season
while in his fifth year in
Champaign.
Before White and his passing
att3ck arrived at 1llillOis, the
IlIini squad managed just one
winning year since the 1965
team went 6-4. With this season,
White is assured of his third
wh1ning year in a row.
His passing attack made Bo

Versatile center gives

Salukis needed size
By Daryl Van Schouwep,
Starf Writer

lacking on last year's squad
that went 9-19. Despite his
physical stature, Perry can add
He's a 6-foot-11 center- a dash of finesse to his game,
forward and he'll be wearing a too.
Saluki uniform this year.
"It depends on the game
Mter averaging 11.6 points situation," Perry said. "If it
and 5.9 rebounds per game in requires a physical game I'll
1980-81 at the University of play it that WilY. But if it calls
E\'ansville, he was chosen for finesse 1 have the capability
third-team freshman AlI- there. too. It depends on what's
American
by
Basketball needed at the time.
"My role will be to block shots
Weekly magazine.
He i;; Kenny Perry, one of and rebound, and to be a leader
nine new faces on Coach Allen both on and off the court."
Van Winkle has a good idea of
Van Winkle's 1983-84 edition of
what Perry's job will be.
Saluki basketball.
"Kenny is more physicalPERRY GIVES the Salvltis oriented while working on
added size. a commodity sorely finesse things," he said. "In

practice we have worked him
outside on the high post. But
remember, the Valley is a very
physical league. He'll have his
work cut out in terms of
knocking heads with people."
IF VAN WINKLE matches
Perry on the front line with 6foot-9 center Harry Hunter,
Perry will see actin at forward.
"Harry is restricted to the low
post area," Van Winkle said.
"As long as Kenny plays within
his limits I think he can play
forward as effectively as the
middle."
See PERRY, Page 18

Schembechler of Michigan a
little upset, and after Saturday's 16-6 win over Michigan.
Bo's probably a little more
upset.
The goal posts have gone
dow 11 after wins over Iowa, Ohio
State and Michigan this season.
The IIIini have brought Rose
Bowl fever to Champaign, and if
they win the Rose Bowl, they'll
probably be drinking cham·
pagne. also.

MalJory is finally seeing the
efforts of his original recruiting
class payoff.
If the Huskies can win t.he
MAC, they will be going to a
bowl of their own, the California
Bowl. They would play the
Pacific
Coast
Athletic
Association's conference
winner.
EASTERN ILLINOIS is
another football power, sporting
a 54-17-1 record since 1978. Thal
w.'s the year when Darrell
Mudra took over a program
which finished 1-10 in 1977. All
he did his first year was go 12-2
while winning the Division II
championship.

ANOTHER SQUAD that has
made winning expected and not
just hoped for is Northern
Illinois. The Huskies are in a
chase for the Mid·American
Conference title with a 6-0
record. NI~- is sporting a 7-1
record, including a win over Big
Last year, his squad finished
11-1-1, with its only loss ocEight member Kansas.
Coach Bill Mallory. in his curring in the I-AA playoff
fourth year at NIU, has a 22-18 quarterfinals.
record. In his first year in 1980,
So the next time fans from
his squad went 7-4. Okay, so it
went 3-8 the next year, but after Notre Dame or Georgia start
a 5-5 season last year his squad knocking Illinois football, go
ahead and agree - but point
is back on the winning track.
This season, Mallory has 12 them to Soldier Field and
second-year players startin~. mention the Bears

Netter 1-2 against
top college players
By George Pappas
Staff Writer

nationally-ranked
players
fought to grab a fir,;t·place
ranking.
Saluki tennis player Per
The tournament was a 32
Wadmark participated in his draw in which 28 of those
biggest tournament this past players were picked prior to the
weekend in Los Angeles. Calif., tournament. Wadmark was one
and finished in the bottom half of the 28 chosen. The other four
among a field of the 32 best players had to win their way
collegiate players in the nation. into the top 32 by winning a 64"The pressure was really on player qualifying tournament.
Per," Saluki tennis Coach Dick
Even before tne qualifying
LeFevre said, "and 1 think he tournament, there were 128
played great."
players from 41 states who
Wadmark, a sophomore from played for the top eight
Maimoe, Sweden, played in the positicms just to get into the 64
Nike All-American Singles draw tcurn?ment. A little arithChampionship when:: big-n.. rne metic would show that a total of
college tennis players like 18-: players tried to win their
Fredrik Pahlet, Todd Witsken,
Allen Miller and
other See TENNIS, Page 19

Fielder staying with position's tradition
By Steve Koulos
Student Writer
SIU-C Coach Julee lIlner ha,;
a tradition of putting her top
scorer at the left inner position.
Illner also likes br<.!aking in
freshmen at the ~ition.
Helen Meyer, who started
four years at left inner from
1!l75-78. began the tradition by
registering 126 career goals to
rank as the Salukis' aU-time
leading scorer.
Mter Meyer graduated, Ellen
Massey took over at left inner
the following four years, 1~
82, and upheld the tradition by
notctUng 82 career goa!5 to
become the Salukis' second alltime leading scorer.
With the graduation loss of
Massey, 1l1ner broke tradition
this year and handed u.e left
• inner position to a sophomiii"C,
Patty Lauer. It is a difficult task
to replacp a legend, but in
Lauer's case she has to replace
two legends.
While Lauer basn't made
anyone forget about Meyer or
Masse¥, she has been one of the
few bnght spots for the SaJukis.
Lauer. who had only one goal as
a reserve last season. is the
team's No.2 scorer with seven
goals this year. She bad a pair
ol two-goal games in victJries
this'
~seasonState : : ::~
F ....OIl1y left wing Sharon Lei~.
who bas scored a team-leading
12 goals.
lauer, who missed four of the

ovO'!..

Indit

Pa- La....... left. kee- &he baD away from a player from James Madisoa UDive~lty_
..z
-pbecause it said that I would be in for her."
picking up the scoring slack this
1l1ner agreed tba t Lauer was
year and I am taking Ellen putting too mueb . p~ on
inreplac'1n.;eMassey •
Massey's place," she said. "A herself at the beginning of the
"At fll'St I did feel pressure lot of people said I wasn't taking season.
the broch
her place, but I would be filling
"I'm sure playing in that
when I saw
ures

rm;tfivegamesthis~ with
a cnrained right ankle, said she
-tiall
....I It
the pressure of
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position
there is
more
pressure," lIlner said. "I put
Patty there as a sophomore
because she has two more years
to play on the varsity. I usually
place my top scorer ut left in·
ner.
"I said at the begirudng of the
year Patty would take up the
slack. I felt Patty could do the
scoring for us. Last year she
had to wait for her chance with
the second and third all-time
leading goal .>eorars ( Massey
and Cindy Davis) playing in
front of her."
Laut'r wasn't discouraged
with the lack of piaying time she
receiv~ as a freshman.
"Wb.'m 1 came here 1 knew I
was behind some good
players," she said. "In high
school I would face good players
and mediocre players. In
college all the players are g~
and it helped me watching
everybody on the team my
freshman year."
The players Lauer observed
the most were link Barb Smith,
Massey, fullbacks Dore Weil
and Nancy McAuley, and
halfback Jeanine Janos.
"I would watch Barb Smith
because she had excellent stickwork and I watched Ellen
Massey in the circle because
she could be in the lI10st awkward position and still get the
shot off," Lauer said. "I liked
watching Jeanine because she
is always moving for thfo ball
See

mADITION, Page 19

